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A bstract 
When children become able to produce the cardinal numbers from 1 to 1 .000.000.000.000 in 
words. it is unlikely that they have encountered each and every one of these number vocabu lq  
words, and stored them in semantic memory. Instead, researchers have assurned that children 
learn a finite set of number words and use their knowledge of the cardinal number system and 
problem solving abilities to generate the remaining words in the senes. However. this 
assumption has not been tested empirically, and studies have not focused on children's 
knowledge of the number word series up to one trillion. Researchers have typicdly studied 
preschoolers' acquisition of nurnber words up to one hundred, and suggest that after that point, 
the system is entirely generative. The purpose of the present investigation was to examine 
school-aged children's abilities to produce number words up to the billions senes. document age 
related changes in number word knowledge. and determine the relation beiween chiidren's 
number production skills and their mathematicai ability. In two studies, children from grades 
one, three, five, and seven. equally divided across sex were asked to produce the number names 
of a randornly selected set of numerais, and then count from the numeral in a forward or 
backward direction. Children also completed tasks aimed to ssess the size of their basic 
number word vocabulary and problem solving capabilities. The times taken to produce number 
words were also recorded in Study 2. Results revealed that cfiildren's total carciinal number 
word vocabularies strongiy increased with gracie; and children in grades one, three, five, and 
seven could name and count numbes as  high as the hundreds, thousands, millions, and billions 
senes. respectively . Study 2 also demonstrated that c hildren became increasingly pro ficient in 
producing number names with grade, as the tirnes taken to name and count numbers within each 
number senes strongly decreased with grade. However, there was a wide range of individual 
differences within grade, which were related to children's mathematical achievement in mosr 
grades. Furthemore, results indicated that children's to taI num ber word vocabularies were not 
ody dependent on the size of their basic vocabularies, but were also affected by their knowledge 
of the compounding d e s ,  and their understanding of the cardinal number system. These 
findings are discussed in relation to children's mathematical accomplishments during the school 
years and have implications for the teaching of mathematics in the classroom. 
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Children's Acquisition of the English Cardinal Nurnber Words: 
A Special Case of Vocabulary Development 
The accurate estimation of vocabulary knowledge at a particular age or developmental 
level has been an important empirid issue for psychologists. Vocabulary development has 
often been used to assess language development and cognitive hctioning (Hamrnill, Brown, 
Larsen, & Wiederholt, 1987; Ha rnd l&  Newcomer, 1988; Nagy & Herman, 1987; Newcomer 
& Harnd,  1 988; Owens, 1 992), to estimate reading ability (Miller, 1 98 8; Nagy & Anderson, 
1984; Nagy & Herman, 1987), and school achievement (Miller, 1988). Furthemore, it is often 
used as a masure of intelligence (e.g., Wechsler, 1991). Despite the importance of vocabulary 
knowledge, obtaining exact vocabulary estimations has been difncult. 
One of the moa detailed accounts of vocabulary development was conducted by Anglin 
(1993a) and aimed to assess both the quantitative and qualitative vocabulvy accomplishments 
of children during the school years. Thuty-two children from each of grades one, three, and 
five were tested on their knowledge of a random sample of 434 words (which wuld be fbrther 
divided into five morphological word types and three levels of morphemic complexity) fiorn an 
unabridged dictionary. By multiplying the proportion of words known by children by the total 
number of words in the dictionary, Anglin (1993a) f o n d  a substantial increase in vocabuiary 
esthates with grade. Grade one, three, and five children were estimated to know an average of 
10,398, 19,412, and 39,994 main entry words, respectively. 
However, one of Anms (1993a) main hdings was that not all of the words that 
children had show knowledge of during the experimentd task had necessarily been previously 
encountered and stored in the mental lexicon. Anglin (1 993a) suggested that children's 
vocabulary scores reflect knowledge of two general categories of words. There are 
"psychologically basic words" such as a- or whose meanings would be difficult to 
know unless these concepts were leamed directly and aored as whole units in semantic 
rnemory. Converseiy, there are words that may be "potentially knowable" because it is possible 
to figure out their meanhgs using morphological problem solving skills. For example. even 
though a person may not have ever encountered the word hopelessness, they may reason that 
' % o ~ e  means to have corifidence," "-h means not having," and "-ness is the quality of" 
Potentially knowable words have not been leamed. They are constructeci or constructible by 
considering the meanings of other words and affixes that are nored in semantic memory. 
An& (1 993a) indicated that the incidence of morphological problem solving was more 
cornmon in definitions of literai compounds (e.g., snowy owl), inflected words (e.g., faild), and 
derived words (e.g., unlawful) than in definitions of root words (e-g., harp) and idioms (e.g., 
scare crow). Morphologicd problem solving may have been rare for root words because these 
words only contain singie fiee morphemes and cannot be separateci into smaller parts. It is also 
difficult to use morphological problem solving with idioms because the breakdown of these 
words into their morphological components does not generate a correct meaning of the word 
(e-g., a scare crow is not a type of crow that scares). 
Although An& (1 993a) found evidence of morphological problem solving at each 
grade level, the prevalence of problem solving increased with grade. Of the 10,398 words that 
grade one children were estimated to have known, about 40% of them were estimated to be 
potentially knowable through morphological problem solving. By grade five, over 50% of the 
39,994 estimated words were estimated to be potentially knowable. Thus, both knowing 
"psychologicaily basic words" and problem solving skills are very important in the development 
of vocabuhy during the school years. 
One purpose of the currem investigation was to determine the extent to which the 
distinction between leaming psychologkally basic vocabulary words and knowing them through 
problem solving could be applied to the EngIish cardinal number words. Each cardinal number 
fiorn 1 to 1,000,000,000,000 has a specific meaning (Angin, 1 993 b; Deloche & Seron. 1 982; 
Seron & Deloche, 1984) and can be wrinen in words as: w; WOZ; rhrq; four, &; . . . nine 
nine the-W. nine hundred and ninety-ni=; m. However, it is unlikely that children 
memorize al1 of these number words when they are leaming to count. Instead, they probably 
memorize a srnail set of basic cardinal number words, and through various problem solMng 
techniques, construct the remainder of the words in the series (Anglin, 1993b; Baroody, 1987; 
Boden, 1988; Deloche & Seron, 1982; Fayol, 1985; Hurford, 1975; Nues  & Bryant, 1996; 
Power & Longuet-Higgins, 1987; Clark & Campbell, 199 1 ; Seron & Deloche, 1 987; Seron, 
Noel & Deloche, 1992). 
However, some people may argue that because the cardinal number words have arabic 
representations (e-g., 2; 3 12; 90,760) and are used to solve mathematical problems (e-g., 
12+2=14), they are not words in the traditional sense, and shodd not be considered part of a 
vocabulary study. But the cardinal number words do satis@ Milier and Wakefield's (1 993) 
psycholinguistic definition of what shouid be considered a word. Specifically, the cardinal 
numbers are words because they can be represented in both orthographie (e-g., ~enty-four) and 
phonetic foms (e.g., [twezti forn, they represent specific concepts in semantic memory (e-g., 
menty-four is one more than 23 in nurnber) and they play a syntactic role as either a noun 
adjective or pronoun in English sentences (Menninger, 1969). 
Furthemore, most people would contend that a word exists if it is iisted in the 
dictionary. However, given the infinite set sue of the cardinal number word sequence. it is 
impractical to lia every number word as a lexical entry. Dictionaries have compromised and 
have presented al1 of the cardinal number words from to a hundrd as either main entnes or 
subentries (e-g., Concise Mord, 1990; Longman, 1984; Oxford, 1989; Randorn House, 1987; 
Webstets, 1944, 1970, 198 1 ). Lexicographers have also liaed al1 of the cardinal number words 
greater than gne hundrd that would be classified as root words under d e s  of morphology (Le., 
$housand, million, etc.) as main entries. Finally, for the remaining cardinal nurnber words not 
included as main or subentries (e.g., one@, some dictionaries refer readers to 
a number table which demonstrates the pattern for constructing the remaining words in the 
series (e.g., Longmm 1 984; Webster's 1 944, 1 98 1 ). 
The cardinal number words rnay be considered part of hvo morphological word type 
categories. Number words such as one: twelvc, {hirty, hundred and million may be classified as 
root words, because they contain ody single free morphemes (Andin, 1 993 a; Bauer, 1 983). 
However, since a large percentage of the cardinal nurnber words contain more than one root 
word (e-g., thirtv-one, gne million and thirty), these words may be classified as compound 
words. These number words are different from rnany other compound words in that they are 
completely d e  governed, but the last constituent word in them does not necessarily denote the 
category or class to which the number word belongs (for a review of the compound Iiterature, 
consult Bauer, 1983; Clark, Hecht, & Mulfiord, 1986; Clark & Berman, 1987; Marchand, 1960). 
For example, the number word six million. three hundred and thirtv-two is not a type of two or 
a type of thirty-two, aithough it might be considered part of the "millions" category. 
Some studies have indicated that problem solving strategies may be used to generate and 
infer the meanings of the cardinal number words. In fan, given that a large majority of cardinal 
number words are considered compound words, and the high repetition of basic root 
morphemes within these number words, problem solving strategies may be used to produce a 
large percentage of these words. Power and Longuet-Higgins (1 987) created a computer 
program that could simulate the number word production process. With the input of only 30 
basic nurnber words and the prograrnming of the compounding rules for generating number 
words, the computer algorithm could translate the arabic forms fiom 1 to 999,999 into words. 
A similar compounding strategy that may be used to produce the cardinal number words fkom 1 
to 999,999,999,999 is presented in Appendix 1. Other research has indicated that preschoolers 
show evidence of problem solving in their overregularization errors (i.e., "fiveteen," "twenty- 
ten, " and "tenty"), while counting (e-g., Baroody, 1 987; Ginsburg 1 977; Fuson, 1988; Siegler 
& Richards, 1983). Finaily, Fuson, Richards, and Briars (1 982) have indicated that many grade 
two children are capable of counting well into the hundreds, even though their teachers 
conceded they had not formally taught every number. 
If problem solving skills are used to generate some cardinal number words, it is 
important to determine which of the cardinal number words must be leamed and stored in 
semantic memory, and which are "potentially knowable" through problem solving. The 
computer program that was created to generate the cardinal number words from to nine 
hundred and ninetynine thousand. nine hundred and ninetv-nine, required the input of the 
conjunction a, plus 30 basic number narnes including: the number words from to 
ninetee% twenty7 ~hirty- m7 fiftv, jjixtv, seventy- giehty7 rtinety M, and thousand (Power 
& Longuet-Kggins, 1987). Research with children has concluded that they too must Ieam 
most, ifnot ali of these number words by rote. Leaniing the first cardinal number words has 
been likened to a serial recaii task (Fuson, 1988), and researchers contend that at a minimum 
the first nineteen numbers mua  be memorized (Anglin, 1993b; Baroody, 1987; Fayol, 1 985; 
Fuson, 1988, 199 1, 1992% 1992b; Fuson, Pergament, Lyons & Hall, 1985; Fuson., Richards & 
Briars, 1982; Gagné, 1965; Gelman & GaiIistel, 1 978; Ginsburg, 1977; Miller & Stigler. 1 987; 
Miller & Zhu, 1 99 1 ; Miura & Okamoto, 1 989; Miura et al., 1 994; Nunes & Bryant. 1 996; 
Seron & Deloche, 1987; Seron, Noel & Deloche, 1992). Case studies have provided support 
that these numbers are memorized. When young preschoolers have not Ieamed the nurnber 
series from prie to nine- they can oniy count up to the highest number word they have 
memorized (Brissiaud, 1 992; Ginsburg, 1 977; Descoeudres, 1 946). 
Although there is a repetitive structure to the teen words (e-g., sixteen* seventeen) that 
could be derived, researchers have obtained evidence indicating that even the teen words are 
memorized. Fuson (1 988) examined the types of errors preschoolers made when asked to 
produce the teens on different occasions. She found that preschoolers would ofien consistently 
miss one of the nurnber words, or produce the teens in a different order each time they counted, 
indicating that they did not see the regular pattern. Furthemore, children did not often 
substitute invented words that reflected the structure of the teen sequence (i.e., "threeteen, 
fiveteen") suggesting that they were not problem solving to produce the words. Finally, there 
were Merences between a chiid's "best" cuunting triai and their mean wunùng score, which 
meant that they were not using a consistent problem solving strategy each time they produced 
the sequence. Likewise, Siegier and Robinson ( 1982) concluded that the teen words were 
memorized, since there were no obvious stopping patterns (or slight pauses, as they defined 
them) when children produced the teen sequence. These researchers found that children's 
responses usually contain stopping patterns at the beginning (e-g., 30-pause-3 1) and end (e.g., 
39-pause40) of a nurnber set, and suggested that these stopping patterns may be associated 
with rettieving new number names d e r  having generated a set of problem solved words. 
Finally, several cross cultural midies have indicated that the English teen words are 
likely memorized since they are not compounded regularly, and do not translate directly into 
place value notation, compared to the number words in Asian languages (e-g., d e r  UZI cornes 
cleven and tweive in English, as opposed to $en-- and ten-two in Chinese) (Fuson & Kwon, 
1991). To suppon this claim, Agnoli and Zhu (1 989) found that English-speaking children were 
slower at producing the cardinal teen words from 10 to 15 compared to their Chinese-speaking 
counterparts, and concluded that this performance differential was attributed to the English- 
speakers having to recall each teen number word separately from memory. Likewise, using a 
nurnber reversing task, Miller and Zhu (1 99 1) found that English-speaking adults showed more 
diaculty reversing numbers containing ones (e-g., 14,4 1 ) compared to numben with no ones 
(e.g., 43, 94), but Chinese-speaking participants did not exhibit this difnculty. Miller and Zhu 
(1 99 1 ) attributed these findings to the morphologka1 cornplexity of the English teen words, and 
suggested that unlike most other English two-digit number words and ail of the Chinese two- 
digit number words, the English teen words have becorne lexicalized entries. 
Researchers have M h e r  indicated that individuals must also learn the decade root 
number words (i.e., menty, Lq.. .n.inety) (Anglin 1993b: Baroody. 1987: Ginsburg, 1 977: 
Miura et al., 1994; Nunes & Bryant. l996), and the multi-digit number words such as hundred. 
-d- mi l lw bi l l io~ rillion, g~adrillion and so forth, by rote (Anglin. 1 993b; Baroody. 
1987; Ginsburg, 1977). Since there is a pattem to the decade numbers and even for the larger 
numbers (i.e., kllion, ~llion, &riIlion), it may seem possible that people do not find it 
necessary to rnemorize al1 of these words. However, when adult participants were required to 
rapidly rote count backward fiom 100, Seron and Deloche (1 986) noticed that omissions and 
errors in counting tended to occur on decade boundaries. These researchers suggested that the 
errors reflected sections of the number sequence where participants had to retrïeve appropriate 
basic number words. Findy, many researchers have noted that the irregularities of the English 
decade number words (Le., menty instead of mo-ten or twoty; thirty instead of three-ten or 
fhreety) obfùscate the simplicity of the series (Fuson & Kwon, 1992% 1 WZb, Ifrah 1985; 
Miller, Smith, Zhu, & Zhang, 1995; Mura et al., 1994; Menninger, 1969) making the pattem of 
the decade number sequence difficult for most adults to describe (Fuson & Kwon, 1992b). In 
fact, pilot testing by the current experimenter revealed that even adults did not often notice the 
pattem in the large mdti-digit basic number words and did not select the correct large number 
words (e-g., ~uadrillion sextillion) fiom a set of distractors. 
Hence, in order to produce the number word equivalents for the numbers from 1 to 
1,000,000,000,000, individuals have probably learned a minimum of 32 basic vocabulary words 
fiorn which the remahder of the series can be denved (Anfin, 1993b). In other words, by 
leaming the number words fiom to men@, ~h i r ty~  forty, fiw, s i j  s i . ,  
ei~dty, hundre& $housan& million billion, and tri- and by having knowledge of the 
relevant rnorphological compounding rules, an additional 999,999.999.999.967 new words are 
constructible through problem solving!' In this respect, the cardinal nurnben are a very special 
case of vocabulary development because they clearly demonstrate the potentially large role that 
problem çolving skills play in developing word knowledge. 
ïhus, it would be interesting to determine how many cardinal number words children 
know at particular grade levels, whether children use problem solving to generate additional 
words in the number sequence, and the extent to which problem solving enhances their number 
word vocabuIaîies. Many vocabuiary studies have concentrated on determining estimates of 
word knowledge at different developmental levels (e-g., Anglin, 1993a; D'Anna, Zechrneister, & 
Hall, 199 1 ; Goulden, Nation, & Read, 1990; Seashore & Eckerson, 1 940). Although some 
studies have focused on the vocabulary acquisition of special domains such as first words (e-g., 
Fenson, et. al, 1994), dei& terms (deVilliers & deVilliers, 1974), color terms (Bartlett, 1977), 
kinship terms (e.g., Benson & Anglin, l987), superordinates (e-g., Skwarchuk & Andin 1997) 
and the differential organization of different verbal concepts in sernantic rnemory (e-g., Miller, 
1991 ; Skwarchuk & Clark, 1996), chddren's acquisition of the cardinal number words has not 
often been investigated in midies which specificdy focus on lexical knowiedge. 
In addition to studying children's acquisition of the English cardinal nurnber words fiom 
a vocabulary perspective, a second goal of the present investigation was to examine normative 
developments in children's number production skiils with grade fiom a mathematics education 
research perspective. Previous work in this area has most often focused on preschooiers' and 
eady school aged children's knowledge of the number word senes up to one hundre& their 
developing understanding of numeracy and the basic " how to count " principles 
(e-g.,  Baroody & Price, 1983; Becker, 1 993 ; Brissiaud, 1992; Fuson Pergament. Lvons & Hall. 
1985; Fuson, Secada & Hall, 1983; Gelman & Gaiiistel, 1978; Ginsburg, 1 977: Michie. 1984; 
Resnick, 1989: Saxe, Becker, Sadeghpour & Sicillian, 1989; Shanno~ 1978; Shiplev & 
Shepperson, 1990a, 1990b; Wagner & Walters, 1982). Only a few midies have examined older 
children's acquisition of the number sequence into the hundreds and thousands (Bell & Burns. 
198 1; Kar & Dash, 199 1; Siegler & Richards, 1983). Researchers have comrnonly made the 
assumption that f i er  children acquire the number words up to one hundred, the remainder of 
the cardinal nwnber sequence is entirely generative (Ginsburg, 1 977; Barood y. 1 987). 
However, the ability to produce the cardinal number words greater than one hundred is 
a complicated process and has not been weU described in the psychologicd literahire. Naming 
an arabic numerai form in words is dependent on at Ieast four factors: 1) howledge and 
retnevai of appropriate vocabulary words, 2) howledge of compound d e s  needed to order 
vocabulary words correctly within a compound number wora 3) knowledge of place value 
conventions necessary to translate numbers from their arabic to spoken foms, and 4) problem 
solving skills to orchestrate the above knowiedge. The process of counting forward or 
backward from a number indefinitely is further complicated, because in addition to naming a 
number, children must also have an understanding of the cardinal number system to generate the 
next number in the sequence. It is possible that little research has focused on this topic because 
number naming and counting skills are assumed to be very automatic and tacit by adulthood and 
may have been taken for granted. 
It would be beneficial to examine the normative developments of school aged chiidren's 
number naming and counting skills into the thousands, millions, and billions senes, to obtain an 
understanding of the cognitive processes underlying number production and to determine how 
children develop this knowledge. Even though researchers have claimed that the words in the 
cardinal number system are entirely generative &er acquinng the word gne hundred, the 
validity of this assurnption should be tested empiricdly, to deterrnine the critical grade level and 
point in the nurnber series where children can automatically continue the number series 
indefinitely. It seems unlikely, that by the age of five or six (when most researchers claim 
children can coum by rote up to one hundrd) (e-g., Baroody, 1987; Fuson, 1988) that children 
have acquired the above irnplicit knowledge for naming and couming numbers and (even when 
supplied with relevant vocabuiary t e m ) ,  wodd be able to generate number words in the 
millions and billions series. 
In studying the development of children's number naming and counting skills, it would 
also be beneficial to detennine the order in which the number words are acquired, and relatedly, 
the characteristics of a nwnber word that are responsible for its early or late acquisition. The 
only order of acquisition factor that has been implicated in previous research is the cardinal 
position of the nurnber word within the number series. Many researchers have suggested that 
children leam the names of the s d e r  numbers first, not only because they are not as 
cognitively or rnorphoiogically complex as later occurring nurnber words, but because they 
constitute part of other, larger number words. Then, since the cardinal number system is 
cumulative and inductive, new words are "added on" to the smaller cardinal nurnber words to 
generate the narnes of the larger number words in the series (Baroody, Gannon, Berent, & 
Ginsburg, 1984; Crossley, 1 987; Fayol, 1985; Fuson, 1992a; Fuson & Fuson, 1 992; Gellert, 
Kustner, Hellwich & Kastner, 1977; Holender & Peereman, 1987; Hurford, 1987; McCloskey, 
1993). However, more empirical studies are needed to determine the extent to which the 
cardinal position of the number word is an important acquisition factor. especially with respect 
to the larger numbers. 
Finally, subaantiaf individual dserences in counting ability during the preschool and 
early school aged yean have been obtained and then discounted or reponed parentheticaily in 
some studies (Hubbard, 1995; Fuson, 1988; Fuson, Richards, & Briars, 1 982). These individual 
differences are important corn a developmental perspective in that good preschool and eariy 
schoof-aged counting abilities have been linked to numerical fluency (Baroody, 1987; Gelman & 
Gallistel 1978; Hubbard, 1995; N u e s  & Bryant, 1996), they have been associated with basic 
mathematical ability (Baroody, 1 987; Hubbard, 1 995), and they are used as a strategy to solve 
mental arithrnetic problems (Bisanz, Momson, & Dunn, 1995; Bisam & LeFevre, 1990; 
Hubbard, 1995; Siegler, 1 9 8 7 ~  Siegler, 198%; Siegler & Jenkuis, 1987). Furthemore, 
counting abilities are usually used to ascertain children's knowledge of place value and the base 
10 nurnber system (Fuson & Kwon, 1992~;  Geary, 1996). However, little research has 
concentrated on whether the relation between counthg, basic mathematical achievernent, and 
place value knowledge is relevant at older grade levels, when counting skills presumably 
become more automatic. It would be interestkg to measure the individual differences in 
children's counting abiiiities within different develo pmental levels, and provide a more t horough 
understanding of the developing relation between children's counting abiiities and mathematicai 
achievement. Since previous work has reported some individual dinerences in counting ability 
within a particula. age group, it would be relevant to educational cumcula to determine the 
underlying rasons why these diffecences occur, and whether they disappear at a particular age. 
In two studies. children from grades one. three. five. and seven (Le.. a g s  6. 8. 10. and 
12 years respectively) were asked to name Arabic numerals up to one uillion, and then count 
from hem (i.e., without the aid of any physically present objects) in a foxward or backward 
direction. The prirnary goal of this research was to document developrnental changes in: 1) the 
num ber of psychologically basic number words known: 2) the number of cardinal nurn ber words 
hown: and 3) children's use of problem solving straiegies while naming and counting numbers. 
Ln the fmt study, developmentai differences in chitdren's number naming and counting abilities 
were examineci both within and across grade. In the second study, children's times to produce 
the basic and non-basic cardinal number words were studied in addition to the above abilities in 
an attempt to understand the cognitive processes that underlie their number naming and 
counting abilities. It was anticipateci that children's number word production SUS would not 
solely depend on the size of their number word vocabulary. but also on their knowledge of the 
compounchg rules and place value conventions requisite for converting the cardinal numerals 
into words. Furthemore, it was expected that problem solving skilis would play an important 
role in children's abiliries to extend the number word series. The current investigation was an 
extension of previous research since it considered the number production abilities of older 
children, and related children's number knowledge to the study of language development 
STUDY 1 
In the fust study. school-aged children completed a basic nurnber word knowledge mk. 
a forward and backward number naming and counting task, and a numericd problem solving 
task. The tasks attempted to measure developmental differences in children's number naming 
and counting skills, provide estimates of children's psychologically basic and total cardinal 
number word vocabulaxies, and determine the kinds of problem solving techniques children use 
while producing numbers. Performance differences were measured both within and across 
grade. 
Consistent with Anglin's ( 1993a) vocabulary fmdings, it was expected that children's 
psychologicaiiy basic number word vocabularies and consequently their total cardinal nurnber 
word vocabularies would increase with grade. According to various school cmicula (Ministry 
of Education, 1985: Simcoe County Board of Education, 1988a; Simcoe County Board of 
Education, 1988b: Waterloo County School Board, 1985a: Waterloo County School Board, 
198%; Waterloo County School Board, 1985~; Waterloo County School Board. 1985d: 
Waterloo County School Board, 1985e), grade one children should have experienced d l  two 
digit numbers and be able to count up to 1 0 ,  and they should have encountered the Fust 27 
basic number words up to ninety at a minimum. By grade three, children should be able to read 
and order nurnerals up to 999, and thus should have added at least one new basic term, hundred 
to the& vocabulary. At the grade five level. children should have gained knowledge of the 
number word thousand and thus be able to continue the sequence into the thousands series. 
Findy, grade seven students should have added the basic term million to their vocabularies, and 
thus should be able to demonstrate knowledge of the millions senes. 
During the testing, both a forward and a backward counting task were used to s s r s s  
children's fluency in producing number words and to increase the validity of estimahg 
children's number word vocabulary. That is, if children know the relevant basic num ber words. 
the requisite compounding des and place value conventions, they have the capability of 
producing additional number words in the series without the presence of any objects. and should 
be able to do so in either a forward counting or a backward counting direction. Difficulties in 
producing the cardinal number word sequence in either direction rnay indicate that children are 
still leaming the structure of the cardinal number sequence, or that they are not able CO use their 
problem solving skills to orchestrate different areas of knowledge. 
However, because the forward and backward tasks involve the use of slightly different 
strategis, children's çounting ability may Vary as a function of these tasks. Consistent with 
some previous research (Steinberg, 1985; Thomton & Smith, 1988: Wright, 1994), children 
may produce more cardinal number words correctly on the Forward than the backward counting 
tûsk, because it is assurned children use "counting on" addition stra~gies when counting 
forward (Ashfield. 1989). These addition smtegies are taught earlier in school. and are 
assumed to be easier than the subtraction strategies that are considered requisite for backward 
counting. Nevertheless, not ail studies have supponed the peifomance differential between 
ionvard and backward counting (Bell & Burns. 1981 : Fuson, 1986; Fuson, 1992c; Fuson & 
Fuson, 1992). 
The numencd problem solvùig task was designed to determine whether children use 
problem solving strategies to generate additional number words in the series. Problem solving 
strategies were assessed using a modified version of Berko's ( 19%) "wug" test, traditionally 
used to masure grammatical accomplishments. In this procedure, nonsense words are 
embedded in sentences, and children are asked to produce grammatical morphemes by filling in 
missing portions of sentences. Furthmore. children's knowledge of the implicit grammatical 
rules is assessed independently of words that they may have previously encountered. It was 
anticipated that if children are using problem solving skills and have knowledge of the 
compounding d e s  for generating words in the nwnber series, they shouid use these strategies, 
and show knowledge of the wrnpounduig des,  when presented with novel basic number 
words, as did the children who participated in the Berko (1958) study. It was hypothesized that 
ail children wodd use some form of problern solving while cornplethg the number production 
tasks. Thus, when presented with the name of a pseudo number word for a number they have 
not expressed previous knowledge of in eariier tasks, children would be able to use their 
problem solving capabilities, show knowledge of the cornpounding des ,  and continue labelling 
number words in the series. 
Finally, consistem with previous research (Fuson, 1988; Hubbard, 1995) it was 
anticipated that there would be considerable individual ciifferences in number naming and 
couming performance within each grade. In an atternpt to account for some of the within grade 
variability, teacher ratings of the children's mathematical and reading ability were ob ta ind  and 
children's attitudes towards these subject areas were assessed. Since the tasks in this study may 
be perceiveci as both "vocabulary assessments" and as "mathematical tasks," it was expected 
that chiidren who are proficient in both mathematics and language arts, and who have positive 
attitudes toward each of these subjects wodd score higher on the counting tasks compareci to 
their lower achieving aganates. 
Method 
Part ic ipw 
Sixteen children from each of grades one, t h e .  five, and seven. from one public school 
in a rnoderatelv large cornrnunity in Southwestern Ontario participated. Across grade. the 
children were equally divided across sex. However, at the grade one level there were ten males 
and six females, and at the grade t h e  level there were su  males and ten females. There were 
equal numbers of males and females in grades five and seven. The mean ages of the children 
were 6 years, 1 1 months in grade one, 8 years, 10 rnonths in grade three, 10 years, 1 1 months in 
grade five, and 12 years, 10 months in grade seven. Since none of the children had failed or 
skipped any grades, children's grade ievels were consistent with their chronological ages. AI1 
children whose parents gave consent for them to participate in the expenment were included in 
the testing phases of the project. However, the data from children for whom English was not 
the primary language spoken at home (as assessed by a s h g  parents: 1s English the p r i m q  
language spoken in your home?) were excluded. Likewise, the data of participants were 
excluded if their teachers reponed a particular srudent had a serious speech or language 
irnpediment (Le., Is the child currently undergoing therapy from a speech and language 
pathologist?) or an extreme learning disability (Le., Does the child suffer from any 
developmental condition that might result in an extreme leaming disability?). As a result of 
these selection criteria, a total of four participants (al1 in grade seven) were replaced because 
they did not meet at least one of the requirements. 
Materials 
For the basic number knowledge task, al1 cardinal number words that could at a 
minimum, be considered psychologically basic according to Anglin ( 1993 b), were printed in 
numeral form on 4 x 6 inch larninated index cards. These basic numbers are liaed in Appendix 
2. Although participants were not directly tested on the cardinal number words higher than one 
trillion in subsequent tasks, the last six numbers were included in this task to determine whether 
the participants had knowledge of the words representing these Iess frequently occumng 
numerid values. The number cards were divided into four sets and randomized within each set 
for each participant. Specifically, set one contained the basic numbers beiow 20; set two was 
composed of the basic decade numbers (20, 30, 40, ... 90); set three contained the basic numbers 
from 100 to 1,000,000,000,000; and set four was comprised of the basic numben greater than 
1,000,000,000,000. These sets were presented in ascending order to prevent children fiom 
receiving a very large number word at the beginning of the study. Furthemore, the 
randomization within each set would eliminate any possibilities that children would receive 
credit for knowing a word sirnply because it was presented in a standard numericai order. 
In the forward and backward counting tasks combined, children were tested on their 
knowledge of 156 number words ranging nom to one trillion. Of the 156 words tested, 
there were 36 special case numbers that occur at certain transition points in the number senes. 
AU of these special case numbers were included in the tasks to determine whether children could 
continue the cardinal number sequence from one level of nurnber words (e.g., hundred millions) 
to the next (e-g., billions), given changes in the nurnber of digits associated with an arabic 
representation of the numeral (e.g., 999 to 1,000), a d o r  changes in the large basic element of 
the compound (e-g.. "nine hundred and Nnety-nine" to "one thousand," or "thirtv-nine" to 
"forty"). The list of 36 special case numerals is presented in Appendix 3. However, in order to 
determine whether children were successfùl in extending the nurnber series across a transition 
point where there is a change in the number of digits (Le., 99 to 100), only half of the special 
cases (i.e., numbers containing series of nines such as 99, 999) were always included on the 
forward task while the remaining half (Le., numbers containing many mros such as 100, 10,000) 
were always included on the backward task. This procedure was adopted such that the 
transition between numbers diffenng in digit length could be measured for ail children on al1 
tasks. Furthemore, counting backward from numbers with several nines (e. g . , the num ber 
before 99 is 98), or counting fonvard from a number with many zeros (e.g., the number after 
1,000 is 1,001) does not reflect a change in digit length, and thus, would not masure children's 
abilities to continue the number sequence as the number of digits changes. 
It should be noted that although many basic number words are included in the specid 
case number word list, basic number words and special case nurnber words are not considered 
the sarne set of words. For clarification, please consult Appendix 2 for the list of the basic 
number words and Appendix 3 for the 36 special case numerals. 
The remaining 120 cardinal number words in the forward and backward tasks were 
randomiy selected tiom a random numbers table. However, in order to ensure that the cardinal 
number words were selected from the entire range of one trillion words, the range was divided 
into £ive numencal sets (i. e., decades, hundreds, thousands, millions, and billions). Each of 
these sets was then further divided into three main levels, creating fifteen levels in total and 
eight cardinal numbers were seleaed at random fiom each of these fifteen levels. This selection 
process ensured that participants were tested on the same number of cardinal number words 
fiom each of the five main sets. Furthermore, it facilitated random selection procedures for the 
thousands, millions, and billions sets. That is, since a random number table was used to select 
number words, it was easiest to generate an equal number of words for each increasing digit 
(e.g., 1, OOOs, 1 0,000s. 1 00,000s), beginning with number words that are represented 
numerically by two digits and wntinuing up to and including nurnber words represented by 12 
digits. 
The eight randomly selected numbers fiom each level were randomly divided into two 
lias; thus there were four numbers f?om each level on each of the lists. These two lists are 
presented in the Appendix 4. For half of the participants at each grade and sex level, list one 
served as the stimuii for the forward task and list two served as stimuli in the backward task. 
When list one was used in the forward task, al1 of the special cases ending in 9 were inserted 
into list one (and al1 others were inserted into list two). The lists were reversed for the other 
half of the participants. However, the special cases were not reversed. Special case numbers 
ending in 9 were always kept in the fonvard task, and numbers ending in O were always placed 
within the backward task. 
The 156 cardinal nurnbers (120 random selections and 36 special cases) were printed in 
numeral form on 4 x 6 inch laminated cards. The cards containhg the random numbers were 
divided into two lists (described earlier) and the number sets were placed in ascending order 
beginning with the decades set and ending with the billions set. However, the order of the 
number cards within each set was randody determined for each participant. The special case 
numbers at the beg i~ ing  of each of the five numerical sets (e-g., 99, 100; 999, 1000, etc.) were 
sloned in according to their numerical position as transition points between number sets. 
However, the remaining speciai case numbers not associated with the beginning or end of a 
number set (e.g., 29; 9,999; 1001000) were grouped with the random nurnbers from the m e  
number set, and the order of these cards was randomly determined for each participant. 
It should be noted that due to discrepancies in the presentation of numbers according to 
the International and Imperia1 systems, two sets of number cards were created for dl large 
multi-digit number words. The first set was consistent with the Imperia1 system, and the groups 
of three digits in larger numbers were separated by commas. The second set of cards was 
consistent with the International system, and groups of three digits were separated by spaces. 
Although this second set was created, the fht ten children tested indicated that they had a 
preference for the numbers contained on the fist set of cards, and thus, the first set was used on 
the number production tasks for al1 students. 
Finally, to assess children's mathematical and linguistic abilities, four classroom teachers 
completed two five-point rating scales. Specifically, the teachers were asked to rate overall 
mathematical ability and overail reading ability of each child who participated in the project. 
Ratings of five indicated that the child was highly above average compared to the children in the 
class, while ratings of one indicated that the child was highly below average compared to their 
same aged peers. 
Procedurg 
Participants were tested individually by a female expenmenter and dl sessions were tape 
recorded. The experimenter also recorded participants' responses on a sconng sheet. 
Participants were asked to complete several number naming and counthg tasks to determine 
how hish they could name and count numbers. They completed the basic number task. the 
fonvard/backward counting tasks, and the numerical problem solving task in that order. These 
tasks wilI be described in detail be1ow 
Basic Number Knowled- Task 
For the basic number knowledge task, participants were shown 39 index cards with the 
"psychologicdly basic" nurnerals written on them, beginning with the  first set of basic number 
words and continuing on up to the fourth set. The participants were asked to orally identify the 
narne of the number on each card. If they did not know the name of the number on the car& 
they were told they could either guess or indicate that they did not know. AI1 children were 
asked to demonstrate their knowledge of ail 39 numerals on the cards. Incorrect responses 
were tallied on the scoring sheet. 
When the fim large muiti-digit number appeared in the basic number knowledge task 
(that could be represented using either commas or spaces), children were shown the number 
written according to the conventions of the International (e-g., 10 000) and Imperiai systems 
(e-g., 10,000), and were asked to indicate their preference. The first ten children in the study ail 
indicated that they had a preference for the Imperia1 system of writing numbers or that it did not 
rnatter, and thus, the numbers were presented with commas for the rernaining children. 
Forward and Backward Naming and Counting Tasks 
For the forward and backward tasks, participants were shown an index card containing a 
numerai and were asked to state the name of the number on the card. Then, for the forward 
counting trials, participants were asked to state the number that immediately follows the 
cardinal number on the card, as ifthey were counting fonvard by ones. Conversely, for 
backward counting trials, participants were asked to verbally state the cardinal number that 
immediately precedes the number on the card, as if they were counting backward by ones. If  
children indicated that they did not know how to name a number. the counting trial was 
skipped. Participants were allowed to make corrections while cornpleting the tasks and rheir 
last response was evaluated for comectness. If the experimenter felt that the children made an 
error through lack of concentration or clumsiness, the children were asked to aate their answer 
again, as if the expenmenter had not heard part of their original response. and the response on 
this second trial was evaluated for conectness. A second mal was uncornmon occumng in less 
than three percent of al1 responses. The children did not receive feedback as to whether their 
responses were correct or not. Participants were explicitly instructed that ordinal numbers (e.g., 
second, four*), &actions, decimals and other numerical expressions (e-g., w,, k c e )  were 
not acceptable responses. The children completed four practice trials for each of the fonvard 
and backward tasks to ensure that they correctly understood the testing procedure. The 
forward and backward tasks were continued until participants either completed al1 of the 
number cards or they failed naming a number on eight consecutive cards (i-e., through either 
errors or omissions). Children's incorrect responses to name the number words? and to 
correctly produce the next number in the forward and backward tasks were tallied on the 
answer sheet . 
Although all participants were asked to complete the fonvard and backward tasks, the 
order of these two tasks was randornly determined for each participant. Half of the participants 
at each grade level completed the forward task first, immediately followed by the backward 
task. The remaining haif of the participants at each grade level completed the tasks in the 
reverse order. 
Responses on the forward and backward counting tasks were considered correct if they 
conforrned to the m e s  of the denominations in the American nurnber system. Using the 
American counting synem did not pose a problem since i n t e ~ e w s  with the teachers reveaied 
that the children were taught mathematics using this counting system in school. Inclusion of the 
conjunction "and," within each number word (e-g., Dne hundred and twenty-five), as well as the 
article "a" in place of "one" in responses such as "a hundred" were considered acceptable. Basic 
multi-digit nurnber names were dso accepted in responses ornitting the word "one." For 
example, hundred was accepted as a response for 100. Finally, short forms of the cardinal 
number words (e.g., mo sixty-one, for 26 1 ; or fourteen ninety-two for 1492) were not 
accepted. Children were asked to produce the longer fonn of the word. 
Numerical Probfem Solvina Task 
For the numerical problem solving task, children were told that they would be asked 
about their knowledge of some very daficult number words. Children were shown the fira 
basic number word that they were unable to idenafy during the forward and backward counting 
tasks. To eliminate any possibility that the number word had been encountered previously, 
children were told the name of a pseudo nurnber word, Qne m. Although the targeted basic 
nurnber word was different for different children, the same pseudo label was used for all basic 
number words. Given knowledge of this "new" number word, children were asked to produce 
the next five number words in the series. 
Finally, children were asked ifthey used any strategies (Le., "How did you know d of 
these numbers?," "How did you know what number came befordnext?," "Did you mernorire al1 
of these numbers?") d e r  completing the counting tasks. They also answered some questions 
that attempted to assess their attinide (Le., Do you like mathlreading?) and self perceived abiiity 
(Le., Are you good at mathkeading?) with respect to mathematics and reading using 
categorical "yes" or "no" questions. 
Scoring 
Raw Number Production Data 
The number of correct responses on each of the basic number knowledge, forward 
counting, backward counting, and numencal problem solving tasks was tallied for each 
participant. Mean scores were then calculated for children at each grade level. They could 
range from O to 39 on the basic nurnber knowledge task, and fiom O to 5 on the numerical 
problem solving task. 
For each of the forward and backward tasks, two scores were determined for each 
participant: 1) a number naming score and 2) a counting score. The number naming score 
reflects the total number of cardinal number words produced correctly when the number was 
presented in arabic fom. The counting score indicates the total number of trials for which 
children were capable of generating the next nurnber word or the preceding number word 
correctly in the senes. The namllig and counting scores were summed independently; thus, it 
was possible for children to name a number incorrectly, but receive credit for the counting triai 
for that number. Children's forward and backward scores on each of the naming and counting 
variables could range fiom O to 78. The forward and backward scores were then added 
together, to produce a total naming score and a total counting score for each participant. Both 
of the total naming and counting scores could range fiom O to 156. 
Since the forward and backward counting tasks contained sets of randomly selected and 
special case number words, the number naming and number counting scores were further 
divided into these components. There were 60 randomly selected numbers in each task, and 
thus each naming and counting score could range from O to 60 for these numbers on each of the 
forward and backward tasks. The special case number word score could range fiom O to 18 on 
each of the forward and backward counting tasks. Once again, the fonvard and backward 
scores were collapsed, to produce a total random naming score (maximum score of 120), a total 
random counting score (maximum score of DO), a total special case naming swre (maximum 
score of 36), and a total special case counting score (maximum score of 36) for each 
participant. 
To determine how consistent children were at producing number words correctly on 
both the basic number knowledge task and on the total number production tasks (including the 
fornard and backward number naming and counting tasks), children's stopping points (i.e., the 
largest correctly produced number on each task) were recorded for each participant. 
Participants then received a categorical rating according to the consistency of their responses 
across the two tasks. More specifically, children received a "consistent" rathg if theû stopping 
points were within the same nurnber senes for both the basic number knowledge and the nurnber 
production tasks. Responses were also coded "basic score greater" when children received 
credit for knowing numbers from a higher number senes on the basic number knowledge task, 
than on the number production tasks. Conversely, "number production score greater" was 
coded when chiidren received credit for a number in a higher number senes on the number 
production ta& compared to the basic number knowledge task. 
Estimatina Children's Cardinal Nurnber Word Vocabuiaries 
Since the cardinal number words were randornly sampled on the total, fonvard and 
backward counting tasks, it is possible to estimate children's number naming and counting 
abiiities of the entire cardinal number word sequence (up to one trillion) using their scores from 
these tasks. Estimation scores of children's total cardinal number word knowledge were 
obtained by multiplying the proportion of number words answered correctly on the counting 
tasks by the total population of cardinal number words sarnpled (Le., up to one trillion). 
However, since the number of cardinal number words within each set multiplies from one senes 
to the next, different multipliers were used to determine an estimated score for each set of the 
number senes. These scores were then summed across the five number series to produce a total 
estimated cardinal number word score at each grade level. A list of the number ranges from 
which numerals were randornly sarnpled, and the corresponding multipliers used to derive the 
estimates for each set of numbers is presented in Appendix 5 .  
For the range of decade numbers from 1 O to 99, 15 numerals were included in the 
special case lin, leaving 75 numbers nom which the remaùiing numbers on the fonvard and 
backward tasks were randomly selected (see Appendices 3 and 4). In order to estimate 
children's number narning and counting abilities at the decade level the proportion of correct 
random numbers on the number production tasks was multiplied by 75. A sirnilar procedure 
was foilowed for number words ocaimng within the hundreds senes. Since there are 898 
random number words from one hundred and one to in the 
hundreds sequence population, the proportion of random numbers on the number production 
tasks answered corredy by the children in the hundreds series was multiplied by 898. 
However, since the number of cardinal number words increases exponentidy within 
each of the thousands, millions and billions series, diEerent constants were used to estimate 
children's cardinal number knowledge at each level of these t h e  number senes. At the first 
Ievel of the thousands series, there are 8998 number words from one thousand and one to nine 
thousand. nine hundred and ninetv-eieht. Thus, the proportion of correct scores on the random 
component of the number naming and counting tasks at the first level of the thousands senes 
was multiplied by 8998. At Ievel two of the thousands senes, there are 89,998 number words 
fkom ten thousand and one to ninety-nine thousgnd. nine hundred and Nnetv-eight. As a result, 
the proportion of correct responses at level two of the thousands series was multiplied by 
89,998. Findy, because there are 899,998 number words from one hundred thousand and one 
to nine hundred and ninety-nine thousand nine hundred and ninetv-eiaht, correct scores at this 
level were muitipiied by 899,998. Using simiiar logic, the proportions of correct random scores 
at levels one, two, and three of the millions set were multiplied by 8,999,998; 89,999,998; and 
899,999,998 respectively. Likewise, the proportion of correct random scores on the counting 
tasks at levels one, two, and three of the billions set were multiplied by 8,999,999,998; 
89,999,999,998; and 899,999,999,998 respectively. 
Finally, since the special case number words were not included in the randorn scores, 
and knowledge of them was directly assessed on the naming and counting tarks, the number of 
special case words children conectly responded to on the naming and wunting tasks was added 
to their final estimated counting and naming scores. Thus, in total, the sum of children's total 
number naming and counting scores could range from 10 to 1,000,000,000,000.' 
Individual Differences Data 
To determine how proficient individual children were at naming and counting numbers 
at a particular senes within the cardinal number system, their total scores on the number naming 
and counting tasks were converteci into a four point number production proficiency ordinal 
scale. Children received a score on the number production proficiency scale for both their 
number narning and counting performance at each of the number senes teneci (i-e., decades, 
hundreds, low thousands, ten thousands, hundred thousands, Iow millions, ten millions, hundred 
millions, low billions, ten billions, hundred billions). Scores of "one" indicated that children did 
not have any knowledge of how to produce the numbers within a particular series, evidenced by 
the fact that they did not receive any credit for the numbers in that series. Children received 
scores of "two" if they showed some knowledge of how to narne or count numbers within a 
number series, and received credit for at least one, but not more than 74% of the numerals 
presented within that series (which trwiates into receiving credit for at least one nurnber in a 
particular nurnber senes, but making more than two miaakes on the eight trials of both the 
forward and backward tasks for each specific number level). Scores of "three" represented 
children who showed good (but not perfect) knowledge, and received credit for 75% to 99% of 
the number words at a particular level (which translates into making ody one or two mistalces 
on each of the forward and backward tasks for a particular number series). Finally, scores of 
"four" indicated that children had mastered the numbers within a particular number series, and 
they made no errors while naming or counting the numbers. 
Result s 
The resdts section is divided into four main parts. In the first section, the outcornes of 
several ANOVAs and dependent f-tests on children's number naming and counting scores are 
reported as a tùnction of grade and sex. In the second section, children's total number naming 
and counting scores are used to obtain estimates of their basic, problem solved, and total 
number word vocabularies. The third section contains a discussion of the individuai differences 
in children's number naming and counting performance within each grade. Finaiiy, in the fourth 
section, correlation coefficients examining the relation between children's number production 
abilities and ieacher ratings of children's academic abilities are reported. Since preiimïnary 
analyses did not yield any significant main effects or interactions for the word list or task order 
variables, t hese two conditions were collapsed, and analyses are conducted across t hem. 
Number Namine - Countinp and Problem Solvio  Analvses 
Table 1 iilustrates chiidren's mean scores on the basic number knowledge task, total 
number naming and counting tasks, and numerical problem solving task as a fiction of grade 
and sex. A grade by sex ANOVA conducted on children's mean basic number knowledge 
scores revealed a statisticdy signifiant effect of grade, E(3, 56) = 1 1.2 1, <.O0 1. Most 
chiidren in grades one, three, five, and seven could correctly produce di basic number words up 
to fi% one thousmd, one million, and one billion respectively. However, Tukey (HSD) post 
hoc procedures indicated that only the grade one level mean dEered significantly from the 
means at the other grade levels (Q c.05). 
A repeated measwes ANOVA with grade and sex as the between subjects measures, and 
task direction (Le., fonvard versus backward) as the within subjects rneasure conducted on 
children's total number word naming ability revealed a statistically significant grade effect E(3, 
56) = 57.42, p <.O0 1, and a sex effect, E(1, 56) = 4.69, p <.O3 5. The average grade one score 
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fell within the hundreds series, with 50% of grade one students being able to name at lest  one 
number at this level. At the grade three level, 56% of children were able to name numbers at 
the ten thousands level, and thus, the mean score fell within the ten thousands range. The 
average grade five naming score fell within the ten millions, with 56% of the grade £ive students 
correctly identifjmg at least one number word at this level. Fially, the grade seven mean 
number naming score feu within the ten billions senes, and 94% of grade seven students were 
able to name a number word at this level. Tukey (HSD) p o a  hoc tests indicated that al1 grade 
means differed significantly (p c.05). With respect to the sex effect, boys named more number 
words wrrectly than girls, and p s t  hoc tests revealed that the dBerence between boys and girls 
was ody statistically sigdicant at the grade one and seven levels (Q <.05).' 
Results of the analyses on children's total counting ability were quite consistent with the 
total naming data, indicating that most children could generate the next number word in the 
series. A repeated measures ANOVA with grade and sex as the between subjects factors and 
task direction as the within subjects factor on children's total cowiting ability revealed a grade 
effect, F(3, 56) = 61.45, g c.001, a sex effect, E(1, 56) = 6.20, E K.016, and counting direction 
effect, E(1, 56) = 10.66, Q c.002. Children counted higher during the fonvard than the 
backward counting tasks. However, -test cornparisons made at each of the four grade levels 
indicated that the advantage for forward counting existed only at the grade one (i(I5) = 2.19, p 
<.O 15 (one-tailed) and grade seven levels (l( 1 5 )  = 2.3 6, p <. 0 16 (one-tailed). 
The relative advantage of forward over backward counting was also observed when the 
randomly selected number words (t(63) = 2.03, p c.047) and the special case number words 
(t(63) = 4.85, g c.001) were considered separately. However, close examination of the data at 
each grade level revealed that the counting direction was more influentid in predicting 
correctness for the special case than the randomly selected numbers. More specificdly. 
although none of the fonvard versus backward cornparisons at each grade level for the random 
trials was significant, al1 respective painvise cornparisons for the special case trials were highly 
signifcant in favoring fonvard counting (l(15) = 2.95, <.O01 ; l(l5) = 3.47, c.003; l( 15) = 
2.49, p c.025; l(15) = 2.46, p c.026, at the grade one, three, five and seven levels respectively). 
As indicated by the previously cited ANOVA and consistent with the narning data, 
children's counting performance increased sigificantly with -de. In grade one, 94% and 88% 
of the children cou1d count forward and backward fiom at least one number in the decades 
respectively, and the average grade one scores fell in the seventies. By grade t h e ,  44% could 
coum fonvard and 38% could count backward fiom numbers into the ten thousands, placing the 
grade three mean for both forward and backward counting in the ten thousands series. At the 
grade 6ve level, the forward counting mean was at the ten millions series, with 44% of grade 
five midents being able to count fonvard from at least one number in the ten millions senes. 
The backward counting mean feil in the low millions, and 3 1% of the grade tives could count 
backward from numbers at this level. Finally, at the grade seven level, 88% and 75% of 
children could count foward and backward from a number in the ten billions, respectively, 
placing the means for these counting tasks in the ten billions. Tukey (HSD) post hoc 
procedures revealed that the differences between means across al1 grade levels were significant 
(p<.05). 
W~th respect to the sex effect, boys were more Iikely on average to count higher than 
girls. However, when the children were compareci within grade, ody the difference between 
means at the grade one level for boys and girls. and the means at the grade seven level for boys 
and girls differed siflficatly @ <.OS)." 
The consistency of children's scores on the basic number knowledge and the number 
production tasks are presented as a function of grade in Table 2. As illustrateci in the table. 
approximately half of the children produced number words correctly from the sarne number 
senes on both tasks. However, 23% of snidents received credit for larger numben on the basic 
number howledge than the number production task while the remaining 30% of students 
produced larger numbers on the number production than the basic number knowledge task. 
Furthemore. it is interesting that the children in grades one and three who were inconsistent 
tended to perfonn better on die basic number knowledge than the number production task. 
However, the opposite inconsistency pattern was found for children in grades five and seven 
who tended to score higher on the number production than the basic knowledge task. 
Table 1 illustrates the mean scores on the numencal problem solving task and Table 3 
contains the frequency of children's scores on the numencal problem solving task as a function 
of grade. As illustrated in Table 3, children's scores on the iask were either 0.4, or 5 (out of a 
possible score of 5), indicating that children were very consistent in their responding and they 
either received credit for all, almost ail, or none of the questions on this task. A grade by sex 
ANOVA conducted on the mean numerical problem solving data revealed a statistically 
signifcant grade e k t ,  E(3.56) = 27.22, p <.002. However, Tukey post hoc tests indicated 
that only the grade one and three means differed ~ i ~ c a n t l y  from the grade seven mean. 
Across grade. 26 children did not receive any credit for any items on the numerical problem 
solving task. Close obsenrations of their errors reveated that 58% (Le., 15) of these children 
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produced the incorrect problem solving variation of "two guggie. three guggle. four guggle. five 
guggle." An additional 19% (i-e., 5) of the children indicated that they did not know the 
answers to the questions, and 23% (Le., 6) of the children (rnostly at the grade one Ievel) 
produced other idiosyncratic problem solving errors. For example, one grade one child 
indicated that after one guggie came "two, three, four, five." Another grade one student 
indicated that one guggie was followed by "one guggle and one guggle, one guggie and two 
guggie, one guggle and three guggle," and so forth. 
Estimates of Children's Nurnber Naminpênd Counting Knowled~c 
Children's median estimated nurnber naming and total counting scores as a fùnction of 
grade are presented in Table 4. Counting performance is further divided into forward and 
backward counting esthates in Table 5. Since there were 16 children per grade, the median 
score is the average of the eighth and ninth ranked children's estimates. It should be noted that 
in most cases, the medians for total naming, total counting, fonuard counting and backward 
counting do not necessarily contain data from the same children. Medians are reportai (instead 
of means and ANOVAs) due to extreme variability in the scores (Le., estimates ranged from 15 
to 1,000,000,000,000 for naming, and from 9 to 1,000,000,000,000 for counting). 
From these estimates, the median nurnber of cardinal number words that could at a 
maximum be constmcted through problem solving was determined for children at each grade. 
These scores were computed by subtracting the mean niunber of words known on the basic 
number knowledge task ffom the total median number word naming and counting estimates and 
are presented in Table 6.  Once agairS means and ANOVAs were not computed on the estimates 
of words generated through problem solving due to variability in the scores. 
Table 4 
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Median Est' imated Numbe r (and Rang& of Card na1 Number Words and Ran? e of Estirnated 
Scores Countable on the Forward and Backward Tasks at Each Grade Levei in S tud~  I 
Grade Forward Countine Estimatg 
1 87 
Backward Countino Estirnate 
98 
Knowle&e Score 
Individual Differences in Number Namine and Countinn Abilities 
The percentages of children who fell at each of the four levels on the number production 
proficiency scale at each grade level are presented as a fùnction of the five number levels (Le., 
decades, hundreds, thousands, millions, billions) in Table 7, and then at more specific levels 
(e.g., ten thousandq hundred thousands and so forth) in Tables 8,9 ,  10, and 1 1. Close 
examination of the data in these tables illustrates the large variability in children's number 
naming and counting performance within each grade. Specifically, although 50 percent of the 
grade one children had mastered al1 of the decade level numbers and were working on learning 
the number words at the hundreds level, one child had limited number narning and no wunting 
knowledge of the decades sequence. Conversely, another grade one child demonstrated some 
ability to name and count nurnbers into the low thousands. At the grade three level, most 
children could name and count numbers at various levels of the thousands series, but there was 
one child who was able to name some numben and count from them without any enors into the 
hundred billions. Although over 50 percent of the grade five children were working on naming 
and counting from nurnbers in the millions senes, one grade five student had no knowledge of 
how to compound number words in the low thousands, whiie four grade five children (Le., 25 
percent) had reached the mastery level for the hundred billions. Finally, even though over 60 
percent of the grade seven students mastered naming and counting number words in the billions, 
one student had difficulty producing number words in the hundred thousands.' 
Table 7 
Percentaae of Children Fallina in the Four Cateaories of the Number Production Proficiencv 















* I = No Knowledge (0% Correct) 
2 = Some Knowledge (1% to 74% Correct) 
3 = S N  Leaming (75% to 99% Correct) 
4 = Mastery (1 OOYO Correct) 
Countinq 
Countinq 
'Please note that approximately 6.3% = One Child 
Table 7 (continuedl 
Grade 5 Naming Countinq 
2 3 4 
Series 
Decades 0.0" 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 
Hundreds 0.0 0.0 O. O 100.0 0.0 0.0 O. 0 100.0 
Thousands 6.3 37.5 18.8 37.5 6.3 37.5 25.0 3 1.3 
Millions 37.5 31.5 6.3 25.0 43.8 31.3 O. 0 25.0 
Billions 62.5 12.5 0.0 25.0 62.5 12.5 O. 0 25.0 
Grade 7 
Series 
Decades 0.0 0.0 
Hundreds O. O 0.0 
Thousands 0.0 12.5 
Millions 6.3 6.3 
Billions 6.3 18.8 
* 1 = No Knowledge (0% Correct) 
2 = Some Knowledge (1% to 74% Correct) 
3 = Still LeanUng (75% to 99% Correct) 
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Hundred Millions 50.0 25.0 O. O 25.0 68.8 6.3 0.0 25 .O 
Law Billions 62.5 6.3 0.0 31 .3  62.5 6.3 0.0 31.3 
Ten Billions 62.5 6.3 6.3 25 .O 62.5 12.5 0.0 25.0 
Hundred Billions 68.8 6.3 0.0 25.0 68.8 6.3 0.0 25.0 
*Phse  noie that approximately 6.3% = One Child 
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Relation between Number Production Performance and Academic AbiIities 
The Pearson product moment wrreiation coefficient was used to examine the relation 
between children's performance on the number production mesures, and teachers' ratings of 
children's mathematical and reading abilities. Given a priori predictions. ail correlations were 
conducted using one-tailed tests. At the grade one level, teacher ratings of children's 
mathematical performance were significantly correlated with children's total number naming 
[d 1 4)= 0.76, p <. 00 1 ] and coming abilities [L( 1 4) = 0.88, p < .O0 1 1. Teachers' mathematical 
ratings at the grade five level were also significantly correlateci with children's basic number 
knowledge [d14)= 0.59, p <.O 11, total nurnber naming abilNes [L( 14) = 0.59, <.O 11, and their 
abilities to count random nwbers [1(14) = 0.58, p <.O 11. However, although the relations 
between teacher ratings of mathematical abilities and the children's performance on the number 
production tasks for the gade three and seven children were positive [with d 14)'s ranging from 
0.29 to 0.421, the correlations between these variables were not statistically significant. 
Teacher ratings of reading ability were not as strongly correlated with the children's 
nurnber naming and counting skills as the ratings of mathematical ability, although the analyses 
yielded some statistically significant findings at the grade one level. Specifically, teacher ratuigs 
of grade one -dents1 reading ability were sigdmntly correlated with children's number 
naming [H 14) = 0.64, p <. 0 1 ] and counting abilities [d 1 4) = 0.75, p < .O0 1 1. Finally, children's 
responses to questions on mathematical and reading anxïety and the strategies they claimed to 
have used during the testing did not reveal any obvious differences within or between age 
groups. 
Discussion 
Results clearly revealed strong increases in children's basic number word vocabularies 
with grade. Older children rnay have produced more number words correctly because thev have 
larger vocabularies ( Anglin, 1 993a), and they have been exposed to more mathematics curricula 
where number words are taught, compared to their younger counterparts (Miniary of 
Education, 1985; Simcoe County Board of Education, 1988a; Simcoe County Board of 
Education, 1988b; Waterloo Coumy Board of Education, 1985a; Waterloo County Board of 
Education, 1985b; Waterloo County Board of Education, 1985~; Waterloo County Board of 
Education, 1 985 d; Waterloo Coumy Board of Education, 1 985e). Funhermore, older c hiidren 
may have developed a better understanding of the cardinal number system, which rnay have 
enhanceci their knowledge of the meaning of each basic number word. For example, older 
children may know that g m  follows the thousands and it contains six zeros, as opposed 
to simply knowing it is the name of a very large number word. Thus, older children may have 
been more capable of using their numerical knowledge to distinguish between each large multi- 
digit number, as opposed to using the narne of the same basic number for ail large basic 
numbers, as young children ofien did. 
Results M h e r  indicated that children's cardinal nurnber production tasks scores strongly 
increased with grade, reflecting substantial increases in the size of children's number word 
vocabularies. For the most part, scores exceeded cuniculum guidelines proposed by the 
Ministry of Education (1 985) (see also Simcoe Cotmty Board of Education, 1988a; Simcoe 
County Board of Education, 1988b; The Waterloo County Board of Education, l98Sa; The 
Waterloo County Board of Education, l985b; The Waterloo County Board of Education, 
198%: The Waterloo County Board of Education 1985d; The Waterloo County Board of 
Education, 198%) possibly because children were tested near the end of the school year. 
ResuIts were also consistent with a handfbl of studies @aroody, 1987; Bell & Burns, 198 1 : 
Siegler & Robinson, 1982) that have documented age-related changes in children's counting 
abilities up to grade three. The results of the project add to the fiterature by demonstratiny that 
children's number knowledge continues to develop exponentially beyond grade t h e .  
Aithough the aforementioned results have clear implications for children's mathematical 
development, the findings also contribute to research on vocabulaxy development. Specifically, 
the findings exemplifjr how the interplay between "psychologically basict' and "potentially 
knowabfe" vocabulary words contribute to the development of children's cardinal number word 
vocabularies during the school years. In the most extreme case, dthough "averageyy grade 
seven students received credit for leaming only 3 1 or 32 psychologically basic vocabulary 
words, they were estimated to know almost one trillion words through problem solving. 
Close examination of children's stopping points (Le., critical points in the cardinal 
number series, beyond which for whatever reason, children were no longer capable of producing 
number words correctly) on the basic number knowledge task and on the total number 
production tasks revealed that children's abilities to continue the cardinal number sequence were 
dependent on the size of their individual basic number word vocabulary. The data from about 
one half ofthe children supported the hypothesis that when they did not know the name of a 
basic number word on the basic nurnber knowledge task, they were unable to produce any 
number words beyond that point in the number series; however when they di4  they could 
produce at least one number word from the same series, on the number production tasks. The 
findings provide some support for the assumption that a basic nurnber word vocabulary is 
necessary to produce cardinal number words. 
However, the stopping point data for about half of the children did not manifest the 
above pattern. In 30 percent of the cases (and especially for the older two grades), children 
received credit for several compound cardinal number words on the total number production 
tasks? even though they were not credited with knowing al1 of the basic number words 
contained in those compound words in isolation on the basic number knowledge task. For these 
children, it is possible that they required several practice trials to retneve and coordinate their 
number knowledge. The basic number knowledge task may have enabled these students to 
retrieve and organize their number knowledge to a considerable extent, while familiariring 
themselves with task demands. With practice, these children may have b e n  able to recall more 
of their cardinal number knowledge, and score higher on subsequent tasks. 
Conversely, 23 percent of the children knew the basic vocabulary words in isolation on 
the basic knowledge task, even though they were unable to produce words requiring them 
correctly on the nurnber production tasks. In these cases, children (especially younger children) 
may still be leaming the fùndamentals of number production. Thus, even though children may 
demonstrate knowledge of the requisite vocabulary (on the basic number knowledge task), they 
rnay not be able to produce d l  the numbers for a parîicular series (on the total nurnber 
production tasks) because they have not mastered the requisite compounding des, and/or they 
are not proficient at coordinating their compound construction and vocabulary knowledge. 
These findings seem to support the hypothesis that children do not simply leam the basic 
number words that are part of a number word compound. The process of naming numbers and 
counting hem is more complicated and at a minimum, involves the coordination of loiowledge 
on how to compound vocabulary words correctly given the structure of the cardinal number 
word system. 
Consistent with the hypotheses and some previous research (i.e., Siegler, 1987a: 
Steinberg, 1985: Thornton & Smith, 1988). children were more proficient at counting in a 
fonvard than backward direction. especially at grades one and seven. These finding rnay have 
occurred because children leam to count num bers in a forward direction first and they have had 
more opportunities to memonze and maser the cardinal number sequence when counting 
fonvard. Furthemore, counting fonvard may rquire children to use various "countuig on" and 
"adding one" strategies (Ashfïeld, 1989) that are taught earlier dian the subtraction strategies 
assumed to be important in counting backward (e-g.. Fuson & Fuson, 1992). 
The quality of responses on the numerical problem solving task (and also on the other 
number production tasks) indicated that most children used problem solvhg to producr number 
words. However, as predicted, older children were more likely to produce correct problem 
solving attempts cornparecl to their younger agemates. Children's overall willingness to produce 
various f o m s  of the pseudo number words rnay indicate that most children were aware of the 
generativity of the cardinal number system. However, older children were more proficient at 
producing words correctly because they have k e n  exposed to more examples of compounding 
d e s ,  and may have had more practice constructing numbers in the cardinal system than 
younger chiidren. 
Consistent with the hypotheses and some previous research (Hubbard, 1995; Fuson, 
Richards, & Bnars, 1982; Fuson. 1988), results demonstrated smng individuai differences in 
children's number production skills within each grade. These individual diflerences are 
important from a mathematics achievement perspective, in that the high scores on the number 
production tasks were significantly wrrelated wit h teacher ratings of children's mat hematical 
ability in grades one and five. 
Although correlations between children's number production performance and teacher's 
ratings were positively related at grades three and seven, it is interesting to speculate why the 
correlations were not significant at these grades. One possibility is that the experiment had low 
power with respect to finding an effect at a specific grade, given the small sample size of 16 
children per grade. More specifïcally, assuming a moderate relation between mathematical 
performance and counting ability, there was only a 36% chance of finding the effect, given that 
it exists. Furthemore, the correlations at the grade three and seven levels were similar to the 
significant comelations at the other two grades? and larger variations within students at grades 
three and seven likely affecteci the si&cance of the ratings. 
Another possible explanation that may have contributed to the non-significant Gndings is 
that since children of different grades had different teachers for mathematics (and reading), 
different raters were used at each grade to assess mathematical performance. Although dl 
teachers received the same instructions to rate students, qualities inherent in each tacher, such 
as teaching style, expectations, and class structure, may have influenceci the ratings. 
However, the positive? but non-significant correlations at the grade three and seven 
levels rnay indicate that there are other factors contributhg at least in part, to the extent of the 
individual diffaences within grade. One such hctor that has not been thoroughly investigated 
in previous research, is the speed at which children are able to produce nurnbers in the cardinal 
number system. Informal observations during the current investigation mggestecl that there are 
likely differences both within and across grade in how automatically children are able to 
generate the number words. Furthemore, these number production times may be related to 
children's achievement scores as some research has show that children's abilities to produce 
single digits quickly are related to their reading achievement (Bowers, StefQ & Swanson. 1986: 
Bowers, S t e e  & Tate, 1988). Study 2, in addition to replicating and extending Study 1 in 
other ways, sought to investigate the variability in the number naming and countiny times 
arnong participants both within and across grade, in order to provide a further understanding of 
the development of children's number production abilities. 
STUDY 2 
In Study 2. children completed the basic number knowledge task and two number 
production tasks. Times to name and count the numbers were d s o  recordeci on a laptop 
cornputer. It was anticipated that these data would: 1) replicate the overall number naming md 
counting findings of Study 1: 2) shed Light on the role of automaticity in the development of 
children's number production abilities: 3) provide further support for the hypothesis that 
children's nurnber production abilities are related to mathematical achievement: and 4) provide 
some evidence in support of the assumption that basic number words are stored in semanuc 
memory but that regular compound number words are not. 
To obtain measures of children's number naming and counting tirnes, the sarne number 
production mks from Study 1 were used in Study 2. Based on the informal observations made 
in Smdy 1, it was predicted that children's urnes to pmduce number words correctly within each 
number series would decrease with grade. These findings were predicted because, in addition to 
older children being in school longer to practice the names of the number words, their semantic 
networks for the cardinal number words may be more developed and efficiently organized, as 
they are for other categories of words (e.g., Angiin. 1977: Miller, 1991), compared to those of 
the younger children. Thus. older chiidren may be faster at retrieving and coordinating basic 
number words into a number word compound compared to their younger agemates. 
It was further hypothesized that individual variations in children's number production 
ùmes would be related to their mathematical achievement scores. In addition to teacher ratings, 
children's mathematical abilities were assessed more objectively in Study 2, using two 
mathematical sub tes ts from the W oodcock JO hnson (Revised) Tests of Achievement Given this 
more formal and unbiased assessrnent, it was predicted that children who were automaric ar 
producing nurnbers correctly, may have a greater understanding of place value and the cardinal 
number systern, the information in their semantic mernories for mathematical knowledge may be 
better organized, and this would lead to the automatic retrieval of both number words on the 
nurnber production tasks and mathematical facts and procedures on the ac hievernent measures. 
A number naming reaction time task was used to examine the speed at which children 
were able to react to and name basic number words versus non-basic cornparisons containing 
similar numbers of digits and syllables. Times on this üisk were used to provide prelirninary 
support for the assumption made in this project, and in others, that the basic number words 
mua be learned and stored in semantic memory in contrat with the regular complex number 
words which could be generated through knowledge of the cornpounding rules underlying their 
construction. That is, if the basic number words are stored in semantic memory while non-basic 
number words are likely constructed, children's times to react to, and name the basic numbers 
should be quicker than the non-basic times. Basic number times should be quick because 
children oniy have to retrieve the basic words Eom memory, and do not need to use their 
problem solving capabilities to constmct these words. 
In addition to measuring chikiren's number namhg and counting tirnes, two 
modifications were made to the testing procedure in Study 2 to improve the quality of the 
project, and clarify the interpretation of the findings. First, in Study 1, children were asked to 
produce the names of the nurnber words up to the billions, and vocabulary estirnates were 
derived 6om these data. However, fiom a vocabulary perspective, children did not explicitly 
express their knowledge of these words. Given that children could usually count fornard or 
backward from the number names they produced. a case could be made that they did have somr 
important knowledge of their meanings. 
It may be possible to dernonstrate that children understand another imponant aspect of 
the meanings of the number words by ascertaining that they use the cârdinality d e  (Schaeffer. 
Eggleston. & Scott, 1974) or the principie of cardinality (Gelman & Gallistel. 1978) when 
counting larger numbers. The cardinality principle refers to the understanding that the last 
number produced when objects are counted denotes the total nurnber of objecrs in the set. 
Some researchen have demonstrated that it is mastered with smaller numben by the preschool 
years (Dehaene, 1993: Fuson, Pergament, Lyons, & Hall, 1985: Fuson & Hall, 1983: Gelman & 
Gallistel, 1978; Gelman & Meck. 1986). Theoretically, if children understand the principie of 
cardinality, they could illustrate the rneaning of each number word by counting actual objects. 
and each successive number word in the cardinal number series would be represented by the 
addition of one object to the already counted set. 
A cardinality task was invoduced in Study 2 to determine whether children could apply 
the cardinality principie in an abstract scenario using pseudo number words. On the assumption 
chat children could show knowledge of the cardinality d e ,  they should be able to apply the d e  
when counting any number of objects, provided they know all the vocabulary words to label ail 
the objects. Since ail children in the study were older than the preschoolers tested in previous 
research. it was hypothesized that all childm would show some knowledge of the cardinality 
principie during testing. 
The second modification in Study 2 was made to the numencal problern solving ta&. 
Specifcally, given the structure of the cardinal number words beyond the thousand series. many 
children may believe that al1 of the large number words end in illion. Thus. some children ma? 
have received low scores on the numerid problem solving task in Smdy 1 because the pseudo 
number word used (Le., one) did not conform to the above convention. To determine 
whether children are sensitive to the sound pattern of large basic number words, the pseudo 
word was changed from one to gne nillion for half of the students at each grade. 
Method 
Participants 
Twenty-four children from each of grades one, t h e ,  five, and seven, from two public 
schools in a moderately large community in Southwestern Ontario participated. The mean ages 
of the children were 6 years, 6 months in grade one, 8 years, 8 months in grade three, 10 years, 
8 months in grade five, and 12 years, 8 months in grade seven. Al1 participants were fluent in 
English and were instructed in English at school. The children were equally divided across sex 
both within and across grade, and represented alI socioeconornic status levels as determineci by 
parental occuparional data and scores on the Blishen, Carroll, and Moore (1 987) socioeconomic 
status index. Participants did not have any speech or language difficulties, or experience any 
extreme learning disabiiities as reported by their teachers. Furthermore, none of the children 
had failed or skipped a grade level and thus. children's grade levels were consistent with their 
chronological ages. Four children were replaced because they did not meet at least one of the 
above aiteria. 
Materials 
The same number word lists and presentation orden from Study 1 were used in Study 2 
on the basic number knowledge and forward/backward naming and counting tasks. Consistent 
with the number presentation conventions of the Imperia1 system. al1 numerais were presented 
with commas. However, to measure chddren's number naming and counting cimes. numerals 
were presented on the monochrome screen of a 486 lap top computer. A cornputer program 
was designed to record a naming time and a counting t h e  in milliseconds for each number 
presented. The number naming Ume referred to the time children took to name a number iind 
included the Ume from which the numeral fmt appeared on the computer screen CO the end of 
the child's naming response. The counting time referred to the tirne children took to count in a 
forward or backward direction from a number and included the t h e  between the end of the 
child's naming response and the end of his or her counting response. nie tirner on the lap top 
was activated when the experimenter pressed keys on the computer keyboard. 
For the nurnber naming reaction Ume task, seven basic numerais (i.e., 60.70,80. 100. 
1000, 1,000,000, 1,000,000,000), seven randomly seiected non-basic numerd comparisons (i-e.. 
6 1,77.83,400,5000,6,000,000,3,000,000,000), and an additional 14 numerals that served as 
fiilers were presented in a differing randorn order for each participant on a monochrome 
computer screen. Where possible, the randomly selected non-basic numerais were selected such 
that they wodd share the same number of digits in the numerai and syllables in the resulting 
number word as the basic nurnbers to which they would be compared. Selecting number words 
with the same number of syllables was limited at the decade level, since there is only one basic 
decade word (i.e., seventy) that contains the same number of syilables as  most other non-basic 
decade words. Nevertheless, two additionai basic decade words (Le., sixty and e i g h ~ )  
containing fewer syliables than di the non-basic comparisons were used to increase the number 
of observations, and Unprove the validity of the timing data A computer program was designed 
to record both the chiidren's reaction time to name a number. and the total time taken to name 
the number. The number reaction time included the time fiom which the number appeared on 
the cornputer screen to the tirne when the child first started to say the number. The total 
number naming time included the time from which children started naming a number to the time 
that they finished naming the number. The timer was activated when the experimenter pressed 
keys on the keyboard. 
To obtain a comprehensive evaluation of mathematicai knowledge, two subtests on the 
Woodcock-Johnson (Revised) Tests of Achievement were used to obtain a comprehensive 
evaluation of mathematid knowledge. The Quantitative Concepts subtest provides an 
assessrnent of math concepts and vocabulary, while the Calculation su btest requires snidents to 
solve UIIitten math problems in addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, geometry, 
trigonometry and calculus. Questions on these tests are organized in order of relative difficulty 
and children begin the test at a srarting point that is acceptable for their grade level. If they 
receive credit for a certain number of items at the established starting point, they are given 
credit for al1 precediig items. In the event that children do not receive credit for one of the first 
six questions adminiaered, the experimenter is required to administer previously ordered 
questions und six consecutive correct answers are obtained. Testing then continues from the 
original starhg point and is terminateci once a child makes an emor on six consecutive 
questions. Thus, children are not evaluated on al1 test items, and children of different ages are 
not typically exposed to aii of the same test items. 
Fuially, as in Study 1, teachers rat& the mathematics and reading abilities of the children 
in their classes on five-point scales to obtain a measure of their math and linguistic abilities. 
Procedure 
Al1 children were intervieweci individudly by a female experimenter in two sessions and 
the sessions were tape recorded. The first session lasted approximately one hour and the 
second session lasted about 20 minutes. In three cases, due to very slow performance on the 
naminglcounting tasks or Moreseen time constraints, testing was completed in three sessions. 
The children were asked to complete severai number naming and counting tasks to determine 
how high they could name and count nurnbers. During the first session, children completed the 
basic number kno wledge taslg forward/backward number naming and counting tasks, the 
numerical problem solving task, and the cardinality t a s t  in that order. In the second session, 
children completed the number naming reaction tirne task, and the Quantitative Concepts and 
the Calcdation subtests of the Woodcock Johnson (Revised) Tests of Achievement. The tasks 
used in Study 2 are described in detail below. 
Basic Number Knowiedae and Forward/Backward NaminelCountine Tasks 
The procedures for the basic number knowledge task and forward/backward naming and 
counting tasks were identical to procedures described in Study 1, except that the numbers were 
presented to children on a laptop cornputer screen. 
Numerical Problem Solvinn Task 
For the numerid problem solving task, a procedure similar to that described in Study 1 
was foflowed. However, for half of the participants at each grade, the pseudo number word 
was changed fiom one mi& to one d i o n  in Study 2 for the reasons described above. 
Children were randomly assigneci to either the one or one m o n  number wording, with 
the restriction that half of the grade level were exposed to one pseudo number word, while the 
other half were exposed to the other pseudo number word. Furthemore. in addition to 
counting forward from one (or one d i o n )  as describesi in Study 1. two extra trials were 
added in Study 2. These trials were added to provide more data in support of the hypothesis 
that when provided with appropriate vocabulary words, children are able to generate additional 
numbers in the series. Specificaily, children were asked to count forward for three numbers 
from one -le (eillion) - and sixtv-six and backward for three numbers from one mi& 
@liion) and eieh-three. These extra trials were also counterbalanced such that half of the 
children at each grade counted forward from one miggle killion) and sixtv-six (and bachard 
from one gu&e (&lion) and eightv-three), while the other half counted forward from one 
m i i i i o n l  and eiehty-thtee (and backward from one miegle (~illion) and sixtv-six). 
Cardinality Task 
Following the numerical problem solving task, chiidren completed the cardinality task. 
The goal of this task was to ensure that children understood the principle of cardinality (Gelman 
& Gallistel, 1978) and could apply the principle to any situation. For the fist part of the task. 
children were presented with the following absuact scenario. to ease them into the questionhg 
procedure. and to expose them to a scenario involving counting irnaginary objects: 
I want you to watch and listen carefuily to what I am doing and then 1 am going to ask 
you a question. I am going to count some things. They are all on the table here 
(experimenter points to space on the table) and when 1 am done, 1 am going to ask you 
how many things there are. Ready? Here we go: "one, two, three, four. Five" (while 
saying the number words, the experimenter points to five places on the table). Okay. 
How many things are there in total? 
It was expected that al1 children would give the correct answer of five. Once the first question 
was completed, children were then asked to listen and respond to the following scenarh: 
Suppose there was an alien from outer space named Zephron, who had a bag full of 
things and he wanted to know how many things were in his bag. What do you think 
would be the best way to figure out how many things are in his bag? Let's pretend that 
Zephron asked you to watch hirn count the things to rnake sure he did not make any 
mistakes. He began pulling the tbings out of the bag one at a time. But since Zephron 
could not speak English very weU, he counted in his own alien language. He counted 
them as mok ouk tula sh~et. md and so on. However, the bag of things was very 
large, and he kept counting and counting for hours to reach the bonom of the bag. 
Finaily, he labelled the last things as veta-fina veta-vq veta-juke, and veta-hoopa. 
Assuming that he did not make any mistalces, how many things were in the bag? 
Provided that children have mastered the cardinality pnnciple, they should state the narne of the 
last pseudo number word produced as veta-hoooa to refer to the total number of objects. 
If children produced a correct response for one or both of the above questions, it was 
assumed that they had knowledge of the principle of cardinality and testing on this task was 
terminated. However, two grade one girls who did not produce a correct response for either 
the fira or second scenano were asked to demonstrate knowledge of the cardinality prhciple 
using a more standard version of the task (Gelman & Gallistel, 1978). The two girls were given 
a box containing six small dolls and they were asked to determine how many dolls were in the 
box. 
Number Narnin~ Reaction Time Task 
In the second session of Study 2 children compieted the number naming reaction time 
task. On this task, children were asked to name numbers presented on a computer screen as 
soon as possible. They were told to work as quickly as possible without making mistalces as 
they were being timed while naming the numbers. All chiidren were assigned to one of five 
number naming levels for this task based on their performance during the number na-g tasks 
in the kst session. Specincdy, children were piaced into a level provided that they had 
received credit for at least one of the numbers at that level during the number naming tasks. 
Children placed in the first level were only exposed to the decade numerais on the reaction time 
task since performance on the number naming task revealed they could not name nurnbers any 
higher than the decades. Each successive level included the addition of extra numerds. Levels 
two, three, four, and fwe included al1 numbers up to and including nurnbers in the hundreds, 
thousands, millions, and billions, respectively. 
Woodcock-Johnson Revised Test of Achievement 
Following the number naming reaction time ta& children completed the two 
mathematical subtests on the Woodcock-Johnson Revised Tests of Achievement . For the 
Quantitative Concepts subtest, children were shown pictures and o r d y  answered questions 
relating to their knowledge of mathematical concepts. For the Calculation subtest, children 
complet& some mathematical problems in an answer booklet. 
Scoring 
Number Namine, - Counting Problem Solving. Cardinaiitv and Achievement Test Data 
The experimenter scored the comctness of children's responses on the basic number 
knowledge task, fowardhackward number naming and counting tasks, and reaction rime tasks 
during testing by unobtrusively pressing buttons on t h e  computer. Al1 children's scores on the 
basic nurnber naming task, fonvard and backward number naming and counting tasks were then 
caiculated consistent with the procedure described in Study 1. Thus, the same estimation 
procedures were usai to calculate vocabulary differences and the same categorical scaie was 
used to describe individual ciifferences in children's number naming and counting skilIs. 
Three scores were calculateci for the numerical problem solving test. Children received 
a score for their performance on numbers following one pupele killion) which could range fi-om 
one to five. Children aiso received a score fiom one to three on each of the triais where they 
were required to count forward and backward fiom a number. Mean scores were then 
determined for children at each grade, sex, and pseudo number word condition (guggle versus 
giiiion). 
On the cardinality task, children received a point for each correctly answered question, 
and thus, children's scores wuld range from zero to three. If children demonstratecl knowledge 
of the principle of cardinality in either the fust or second question, they were autornatically 
given credit for the third (easiest) question involving the counting of a box of doiis. There were 
no scores of zero, indicating that aii children had some knowledge of the cardinality principle, 
and the two grade one gitls who did not a m e r  the first two questions correctly were the only 
two students to receive scores of one. 
Data fiom the Woodcock-Johnson Revised Tests of Achievement were scored 
according to the standard procedures described in the testing manual. Grade equivalent noms 
were used to calculate the children's standard scores, and these standard scores were then 
converted into percentiles. A percentile score of 45 would indicate that a chiid performed equal 
to or better than 45% of the children tested when noms were established. 
Number Production Time and Reaction Time Data 
Children's times to correctly name and count the random forward and backward number 
namuig and counting tasks were nimmed independently at each of the decades, hundreds, 
thousands, millions, and billions series for each participant. Any times that were affected by a 
child's waning attention or unforeseen distractions, or times that were not valid because a child 
was asked to repeat a response were excluded. These summed h e s  were then divided by the 
total number of random number words answered correctly at each number series, to produce a 
mean number narning, and a mean counting t h e  on the fonvard and backward tasks for each 
participant at each of the five number levels. 
Mean namuig times were also calculatecl for numbers at the decade level on the number 
naming reaction time task. S pecincally, since preliminary analyses revealed that sy llab le length 
had no efféa on children's narning and r a d o n  times for basic and non-basic decade words, the 
times children took to start naming, and complete naming the basic decade numbers, 60, 70 and 
80 were averaged for each participant. Likewise, the times children took to begin naming and 
finish naming the non-basic number word comparisons, 6 1, 77, and 83 were also averaged for 
each student. These averages included oaiy the times of numbers where children produced a 
correct response, and any times that were spoiled due to unforseen circumstances were 
excluded. Since there was oniy one basic number and one non-basic cornparison at each of the 
hundreds, thousands, millions, and bilions number series, these times were simply averaged 
across children at each grade and sex level. Although some researchers may have difficul~ with 
the interpretation of one data point for basic number words (e-g., the reaction time for naming 
LOO), it was anticipated that the noise in the data was minimized by removing any data spoiled 
due to waning attention span, and other noticeable environmental distractions. Again, grade 
averages included ody the times of numbers where children produced a correct response, and 
any times that were spoiled were excluded. Finally, it should be noted that children were only 
included in analyses comparing basic and non-basic words, provided that they had correctly 
produced both the basic and the non-basic number word correctly at a particular number series 
(or at Ieast one word from each category correctly in the case of the decade words). 
Resul ts 
The results section in Study 2 is divided into Bve main parts. Consistent with Study 1, 
the first section contains the outcomes of several repeated rneasures ANOVAs and dependent - 
tests on children's number naming and counting scores as a function of grade and sex. In the 
second section, scores ftom the total number naming and countuig tasks are used to obtain 
estimates of children's basic, problem soived, and total number word vocabularies. Next, 
individual merences in children's number naming and counting performance are reported as a 
hc t i on  of grade. The fourth section contains the outcomes of several repeated measures 
ANOVAs and dependent 1-tests on children's total number namuig and counting tirnes, and their 
reaction tirnes to name numbers. Findy, correlation coefficients are used to examine the 
relation between teacher ratings of children's academic abiiities, children's scores on the 
mathematical subtests of the Woodcock Johnson achievement tests, and children's performance 
on the number naming and counting tasks in the fifth section. Since prelirninary analyses did not 
reveal any significant effects as a function of schooi, socioeconornic status, word list or task 
order, these conditions were collapsed and ail analyses were conducted across them. 
Analvses on Children's Number Namino. Counting. Problem Solvina and Cardinalitv Knowledee 
Data -
Table 12 dernonstrates children's mean scores on the basic number knowledge task, total 
number naming and counting tasks, numerical problem solving task, and cardinality ta& as a 
fùnction of grade and sex. A grade by sex ANOVA conducted on children's mean basic number 
knowledge scores reveded a sigrhant main efféct of grade, E(3, 88) = 28.79, <.O0 1, a 
significant main effect of sex, E((1, 88) = 6.62, E c.012, and a significant grade by sex interaction 
F(3, 88) = 3 -409, e <.O2 1.  With respect to the grade effect, Tukey post hoc procedures - 
revealed that only the grade one mean differed significantly fiom the grade three, five and seven 
means (p <. 05). Consistent with the data from Study 1, most children in grades one, three, five, 
and seven could idente ali of the basic number words up to eidty, one thousand. one million, 
and one billion respectively. Although there was a significant sex e f f i  in favor of boys? this 
result is complicated by the sigtilficant grade by sex interaction. Close examination of the mean 
performance of both sexes at each grade revealed that boys and girls at each of the grade three, 
five and seven levels were quite evenly matched. Only the male and fernale means in grade one 
diered signifiwitly (g c.05). 
Results of a repeated measures ANOVA with grade and sex as between subject factors 
and task direction (Le., fonvard versus backward) as the within subjects factor on children's 
Table 12 
Children's Mean Rasic Number Knowledee. Total N-d Countine Numerical Problem 
n Studv 2 as a Function of Ciiade and Sex 





1) OvERALL NAMING 
(out of 156) 
Boys 
Girls 
OveralI 42.08 78.25 1 10.25 136.13 91.68 
2) FORWARD NAMING 
(out of 78) 
Boys 
Girls 17.42 38.75 58.08 62.50 44.19 
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total number naming ability replicated the significant grade effect observed in Study 1,l33. 88) 
= 73 -54, g <. O0 1. The average grade one naming score fell in the hundreds series, with 33% of 
grade one students receiving credit for at lest one of the numbers in this senes. The average 
grade three number naming score fell in the ten thousands, with 58% of the students at this 
grade level being able to name at least one number correctly at this level. At the grade five 
level, children's number naming score was in the ten millions, and 58% of grade five students 
were able to narne a minimum of one nurnber correctly at this level. Finally, children's mean 
number naming score at the grade seven level fell within the ten billions senes, and 67% of 
grade seven students were able to narne at least one number at this level correctly. Tukey poa 
hoc tests reveaied that the means at all grade levels differed significantly (p <.05). 
However, results of the repeated measures ANOVA also revealed that children's number 
naming scores were influenced by the direction of the counting task, E(1, 88) = 4.06, 2 <.047. 
Although chiidren's mean naming performance fell within the same number senes for each grade 
on the fonvard and backward tasks, children generally had more difnculty naming numbers on 
trials where they were required to count backward than on trials where they were required to 
count forward. This sigdicant hding may represent a carry-over effkct of the difficulty of 
counting backward. However, paired ciifference 1-tests did not reveal any sigrilficant Merences 
in naming performance on the forward and backward tasks within each grade. It should also be 
noted that this sigruficant directional effect was not simply infiuenced by cfiildren's naming 
scores on the special case number words, as the direction effect was still signincant when only 
random numbers were considered, E(1, 88) = 4.59, <.O3 5. 
With respect to counting performance, a repeated measures ANOVA with grade and sex 
as between subjects measures and counting direction as the within subject factor revealed a 
significant grade efiect, E(3,92) = 67.39, p< -001, a si@ficant sex effect in favor of boys. E(I. 
88) = 5.5 1, g< .021, and counting direction effect, E( 1, 92), p< -007. As s h o w  in Table 12. 
children were more proficient at counting fonvard than backward. but paired difference -tests 
at each grade level revealed that the advantage for forward counting was only significant for 
grade one students, f(23) = 3.18, g C.004. 
Consistent with the naming data, children's counting scores increased with grade in the 
predicted pattern, and Tukey poa hoc procedures revealed that dl rneans differed significantly 
(p <.OS). In grade one, IOO% and 96Y0 of the children could count fonvard and backward from 
at least one nurnber in the decades respectively, and the average grade one scores felI in the 
seventies. By grade three, 46% of the students could count fonvard and backward from 
numbers in the ten thousands. At the grade five level, both the fonvard and backward counting 
means fell in the ten millions7 and 63% of grade five students were able to count fonvard from 
at least one number in the ten millions series. Finally, at the grade seven level. 67% of children 
could count forward and backward from a number in the ten billions. respectively, placing the 
grade seven rneans for these counting tasks in the ten billions.* 
The consistency of children's stopping points on the basic number knowledge and 
number production tasks is presented as a function of grade in Table 13. Consistent with the 
data from Study 1, approximately haK of the children produced number words correctly from 
the sarne number series on both kinds of tasks. However, 19 percent of the children (especially 
those in grades one and t h e )  obtained higher scores on the basic number knowledge than the 
nurnber production tasks. 
Table 13 
Percentaae of Children who Produced Consistent Scores on Both the Basic Number Knowlede 
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Conversely, 27 percent of midents (especiaily children in grades five and seven) received hi-er 
scores on the number production than the basic number knowiedge tasks. 
The fiequency of children's numerical problem solving scores as a function of grade and 
number word condition are presented in Table 14. Similar to the data obtained in Study 1. 
children did not obtain any scores of 2 or 3 (out of a possible score of S), showing that chiidren 
were again consistent in their responding and received credit for almost ail or none of the 
questions on this task. A grade by sex by number word condition (i-e., "guggle" versus 
"gillion" ) ANOVA performed on children's problem solving scores revealed a significant number 
word e f f i  F( 1, 80) = 147.30, p< -00 1, but no grade effect, E(3,95)= 1.83, p<. 149. Children 
made more correct problem solving attempts when asked to count fonvard from "one @Ilion" 
than from "one guggle" and post hoc analyses revded that the mean performance differential 
between the "guggle" vernis "gillion" wordings was significant at al1 grade levels (p c.05). 
Children's strong performance on the "gillion" number wording likely contributed to the non- 
significant grade effect observed on this task in Study 2. Across grade, 56 children did not 
receive credit for any of the items on the numerical problem solving task. Relative to the data 
fiom Study 1, children in the "guggie" number word condition obtained very Iow scores on the 
numencal problem solving task; specifically, 88% of children in the "guggle" condition did not 
receive credit for any of the questions. Nevertheless, close analysis of cfüldren's incorrect 
problem solving atternpts revealed a similar breakdown of error types as reporteci in Study 1. 
Children's performance to count forward and backward by three numbers fîom the 
pseudo number word was alsu d y s e d  wing a repeated meanires ANOVA, with grade, sex, 
and number word condition (i-e., guggle versus gillion) as the between subject Factors and task 
Table 14 
Freauencv of Children's Numencal Problern Solving Scores as a Function of Grade and Number 
Word Condition in Studv 2 














1 )  GUGGLE 
2) GILLION 
direction (Le.. fonvard versus backward) as the within subject measure. Results indicated a 
significant grade effect, F33, 80) = 8.26, p <.O0 1 ,  a significant number word condition effect. 
F(1, 80) = 16.02, <.001, a significant sex by task direction in teraa io~ E(1. 80) = 5.80. p - 
<.O 1 8, and a significant sex by number word condition by task direaion interaction, E( 1, 80) = 
5.40, p < . O Z .  With respect to the grade effect, Tukey post hoc tests revealed that children in 
grades t h e ,  five, and seven produced more correct problem solved attempts to continue the 
series than grade one children. Funhermore, children exposed to the "gillion" instruction 
wording once again, produced more correct problem solved attempts than children exposed to 
the "guggle" wording. 
The sisnrficant sex by task direction effect Iikely resulted from boys outperforming girls 
on average on the forward triais, and girls outperforming boys, on average, on the backward 
trials. However, this significant interaction was influenced by the pseudo number word to 
which children were exposed. Close examination of the data at each specific sex by number 
word by task direction levei indicated that al1 children in these conditions were quite evenly 
matched, except for the high performance of boys' exposed to the gillion wording on the 
forward triais. 
Results of a grade by sex ANOVA on children's cardinality scores revealed a significant 
grade effect, E(3, 88) = 5.0 1, p <. 003. Although children's scores on the cardinality task 
increased from grade one, to grade three, to grades five and seven, Tukey post hoc procedures 
revealed that only the grade one rnean differed significantly from the grade five and seven means 
(p c.05). 
E - f ' V g c  
Children's median number naming and total counting estimates as a function of grade are 
presenîed in Table 15. Given aforementioned differences in children's performance on the 
forward and backward naming and counting tasks, median estimates are also reporteci as a 
function of these tasks in Table 16. Since there were 24 children per grade. the median score is 
the average of the twelfth and thirteenth ranked chiidren's estirnates. It should be noted that the 
total naming and cowaing estimates are based on children's knowledge of al1 numbers from I 
through 1,000,000,000,000. Furthemore, as reported in Smdy 1, the median naming and 
median counting scores do not necessely contain data from the same children. Medians were 
reported instead of means and ANOVAs were not calculated due to the extrerne variability in 
scores. 
From these estimates, the median number of cardinal number words that could at a 
maximum be constructeci through problem sulving was detennined for children at each grade. 
As in Study 1, these scores were computed by subtracting the rnean number of words known on 
the basic number knowledge task from the total median number word naming and counting 
estimates and are presented in Table 1 7. Once again, rneans and ANOVAs were not computed 
on the estimates of words generated through problem solving due to variability in the scores. 
Table 15 
Median Eaimated Number (and Rame) of Cardinal Number Words Nameable and Countable at 
Each Grade in S t u d ~  2 
Grade Narninp Estimate 




Median Estimated Number (and Range) of Cardinal Number Words and Range of Estimated 






Forward Namina Estimate 
100 
(1 002 - 1,000,000,000,000) 
Fonvard Counting Estimate 
1 O0 
Backward Naming Estimate 
1 O0 
Backward Countina Estimate 
Table 17 
ean Basic Number Namirig Estimate Countine Estimate 
Knowie&e Score 
25.83 74 69 
29.38 4 1,432 9932 
29.79 126,994,345 75,924,969 
30.83 999,886,206,2 19 999,880,586,2 1 5 
In d i wdud Di ffe r ences in Number Naming a n d Count i n g  Abilities 
The percentage of children who feu into each of the four categones of the Number 
Production Proficiency Scale are presented in Table 18 at each grade and each number series. 
ïhe  percentages of children who fell into the four leveis are further subdivided into children's 
forward and backward naming and counting performance scores at more specific number leveis 
(e-g., ten thousands, hundred thousands) in Tables 19, 20, 2 1 and 22. 
Consistent with the data reported in Study 1. there were large variations in number 
naming and c o d n g  performance within each grade (but once again. please consult endnote 7). 
As demonstrated in Table 18, between one third and one half of the grade one children had 
rnastered producing decade level numbers. depending on the nature of the task and were 
beginning to produce numbers in the hundreds. However, four children (i-e., 16.7 percent) 
demonstrated limited knowledge on producing numbers at the decades level, while one grade 
one male student counted some numbers into the hundred thousands and named some numbers 
in the ten millions. In grade t h e ,  between 33 and 58 percent of the children had mastered 
producing numbers in the low thousands senes. However, one student had no knowledge of 
how to narne and count numbers into the hundreds, while another student was able to produce 
numbers in the hundred billions. Although more than half of the students in grade five were 
capable of naming and counting at least one number conectly in the millions, there was one 
grade five student who could not name or count any numbers correctly in the low thousands. 
Finaily, in grade seven, over haif of the students (Le., 54.2 percent) had rnastered naming and 
counting numben into the hundred billions. However, there was one student who was still 















*Please note that approximately 4.2% = One Cliild 
Table 20 
Percentape o f  Grade Three Students Fallinrc in the Catenories of the Number Production Proficiency Scale in Study 2 as a Function 
of Forward and Backward Naminn and Counting 













Backward Namina Data 














*Please note that approximately 4.2% = One Child 














*Please note that approximately 4.2% = One Child 
Table 22 
Percenta~e of Grade Seven Students Falling in the Cate~ories o f  the Number Production Proficiencv Scale in Studv 2 as a Function 
of Forward and Backward Naming and Countinq 


























*Please note that approxirnately 4.2% = One Child 
Analvses on the Number na min^ and Countin~ Time Data 
Repeated mesures ANOVAs were used to examine developmental differences in the 
times children took to name and count numbers at each number level. Once again. narning 
times included the time from which the number fmt appeared on the screen to the end of the 
child's correct named response. Counting times included the time between the end of a named 
response and the end of the correct counted response. Analyses were conducted separately ar 
each number level since prelimùiary analyses revealed that number production times increased as 
children produced larger numbers. E(4,84) = 140.94, p c.00 1. For the repeated measures 
ANOVAs, grade was treated as a between subject factor provided that there were at least five 
participants per ceIl, and given the aforementioned differences in number production 
performance as  a function of the fonuard and backward naming and counting tasks. type of task 
was considered a wirhin subject factor. AU pairwise cornparisons reported in this section were 
set at the .O08 alpha level to protect against alpha slippage, and were tested using one-tailed 
tests. It shodd be nooted that the use of this conservative alpha level may increase the 
prevalence of committing type two enors; nonetheless, post hocs were chosen to test the 
si@icance of several unanticipated differences in responding across tasks. Chiidren were 
included in the analyses provided that they correctly identifed at least one of the numbers within 
the paflcular number senes analysed on each of the four number production ~ k s .  The 
analyses included times of only the numbers children produced conectly. Children's mean 
number production thnes on the forward naming, forward counting, backward naming, and 
backward counMg taslci as a function of grade are illustrated in Figures 1 and 2, and they are 
also Listed in Table 23. Please note that the children's number production times are presented in 
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Deçades Hundreds Thousands Millians Billioiis 
Mean N Mean N Mean N Mean N Meaii N 
2665 21 4814 7 NIA < 5 NIA < 5 N/A < 5  
1635 24 2964 22 6878 13 N/A < 5 N/A < 5 
1355 24 2433 24 6462 22 9868 10 15397 7 
948 24 1664 24 3671 22 6956 19 9227 15 
1618 93 2562 77 5479 57 7960 29 11190 22 
I1)eçadcs Hundreas 'Thousands Millions Billians 
Mean N Mean N Mean N Mean N Meari N 
1942 21 4114 7 N/A < 5 N/A 4 5 N/A i 5 
1496 24 2604 22 5737 13 NIA < 5 NIA < 5  
1 073 24 1878 24 4392 22 9407 I O  14746 7 
736 24 1340 24 3000 22 6496 19 9768 15 
129 1 93 2121 77 4161 57 7500 29 11298 22 
BACKWARD NAMING Decades MuriBreds ThousEinBs Millions IwQDs 
Mean N Mean N Mean N Meari N Mean N 
3410 21 5823 7 NIA < 5 NIA < 5 NIA < 5 
1784 24 3256 22 6661 13 NIA < 5 NIA < 5 
1484 24 2477 24 6497 22 11212 10 14822 7 
1039 24 1848 24 3953 22 6993 19 9875 15 
188 1 93 2808 77 5651 57 8448 29 11449 22 
C 
BACKWARI) COUNT~NG Decades Hundreds Thousands Millions BilliPos 
W 
Mean N Mean N Meaii N Meari N Mean N 
c i ~ l u u  3000 21 5001 7 NIA < 5 NIA < 5 NIA < 5 
GwkJ 1826 24 3074 22 6130 13 NIA 4 5 N/A < 5 
seconds in the Figures (to improve the graphic layout). but they are presented in milliseconds 
(to maintain the precise qudity of the data) in Table 23. 
Results of the repeated masures ANOVA on decade numbers revealed a statistically 
significant grade effect, E(3 ,85) = 44.16, p <.O0 1, and a significant task effect, E(3.15 5) = 
20.33, p <.001, but these main effkcts were cornplicated by a significant grade by task 
interaction, E(9, 255) = 4.65, p c.001, and by a si@cant grade by sex by task interaction, E(9. 
255) = 2.55, p c.008. With respect to the grade effecî, children's times to produce numbers 
decreased with grade and Tukey HSD procedures reveded that ail means differed sigificantly 
(p É.05). Surprisingly, even though the same naming task was paired with counting forward 
and backward, there were significant timing merences found between most tasks. More 
specifically, children were fast est at producing numbers correctly on the fonvard counting task 
followed by the forward naming task, the backward counting task, and were slowest at 
producing numbers on the backward naming task. Paired difference l-tests revealed that al1 task 
means differed significantiy (with the exception of the difference between backward naming and 
backward counting, and forward naming versus backward counting): #92) = 3 -76. p <.O01 for 
forward versus backward naming; l(92) = 3.7 1, g <. 00 1 for forward versus backward counting; 
l(92) = 6.66, p <.O01 for fonvard counting versus backward naming; t(92) = 5.63, p <.O0 1 for 
fonvard naming versus fonvard counting. 
For the most part, the aforementioned task effects were repiicated within each grade for 
both sexes. However, the significant grade by task interaction was likely due to non-significant 
differences between means for all tasks in grade three (with the exception of the sigruficant 
difference between forward counting and backward naming in grade t h e ,  l(23) = 2.8 1, p 
<. 005). Likewise. although painvise cornparisons at the grade by sex bv task level generaily 
supported the pattern of results describeci above. only differences between means were 
significant at certain grade levels, for certain sexes. For example, the forward counting and 
backward naming means only differed significantly at the grade one level for boys, l( 1 1) = 4.13. 
p c.001, at the grade five level for girls, d 1 1 ) = 4.18, p <.O0 1 and at the grade seven level for 
girls, l( 1 1 ) = 3.5 1, p c.003. Likewise, the difference between forward counting and fonvard 
narning was only significant for grade one girls, l(8) = 4.95, p<. 00 1, and grade five boys, f( 1 1 ) 
= 3 -43, p <.O03 and girls, l( 1 1 ) = 4.1 8, p <.O0 1 . Finally, the difference between backward 
counting and naming means was significant only for grade five boys, f( 11 ) = 3.53, pC.003. Al1 
other pairwise comparisons at each grade by sex by task level were not significant. 
For the hundreds senes, a repeated m w e s  ANOVA revealed a signifcant grade 
effect, E(3-73) = 691.30, p <.001, a significant task eflect, E(3, 219) = 27.04, p <.001. and a 
significant grade by task interaction, E(9, 219) = 2.41, p x.013. Consistent with the number 
production times at the decade level, older children were faster at producing numben in the 
hundreds than younger chiidren, and Tukey HSD tests revealed that differences between means 
at al1 grade levels were significant (p c.05). 
However, task effects depended on the grade of the chiid tested. Grade one and three 
midents were generally slower at producing al1 numbers compared to their older agemates, 
regardless of the task involveci. There were no significant differences in tirnes as a tùnction of 
the task at the grade one level, and only two of the same comparisons at the grade three level 
yielded significant results. Specificdy, grade three children were faster at producing numbers 
on the forward counting compared to the backward namhg task, K21) = 2.79, p <.O06 and on 
the fonvard compared to the backward task, l((71) = 3 .  I l .  p c.003. The task did influence the 
speed of performance for the grade five and seven students. Children in grades five and seven 
produced numbers in the hundreds fastest on the fonvard counting task followed by the 
backward counting task, the forward naming task, and were slowest at producing numbers on 
the backward naming task. Al1 means differed significantly for the grade five Q's(23) > 2-63. p's 
<.005) and seven students (fs(23) > 2.45, g's c.005) with the exception of mean differences 
between forward and backward naming for the grade five midents, and fonvard and backward 
counting for the grade five and seven students. 
A repeated measures ANOVA (excluding grade one students due to low sample sizes) 
for numbers in the thousands series reveaied a statistically signifiant grade effect, E(3, 54) = 
17.10, p <.O0 1, and a statistically significant task effect, E(3, 162) = 18.54, p c.00 1, and a 
statiaically signifiant grade by task interactioq E(6, 162) = 2.39, p <.03. Once again, there 
was a decrease in children's number production times with grade, and Tukey post hoc analyses 
revealed that al1 means differed significantly (O <.OS). With respect to the task effect, children 
were faster at producing numbers on the forward counting task followed by the backward 
counting task, the fonvard naming task, and were slowest at producing numbers on the 
backward naming task. Consistent with the hundred series aiI means differed significantly, fs > 
4.4 1, g's <.O0 1, with the exception of the non-significant differences between forward naming 
and backward Raming, 1(59)= -70, p<.486, and between forward counting and backward 
couming, t(56)= 1.29, p < 2.0 1 . 
However, r ed t s  of the timing data at the thousands Ievel were complicated by a 
significant grade by task interaction efect. Close analysis of this interaction revealed that at 

Table 24 
Children's Reaction Times (in millisecon&) on the Number Naming Reaction Time Task in 



















































Table 24 ( d u &  
Basic 
ade Seven 
1 ) Decades 572 
2) Hundreds 619 
3 )  fhousands 81 1 
4) Millions 2303 
5) Billions 1172 
OveraIl 
1 ) Decades 
2) Hundreds 





Children's Number Namino Production Times (in milliseconds) on the Nurnber Naming 
Reaction Time Task in St~idv 2 at Each Number Level as a Function of Grade and Word TV= 
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again, individual children were or@ included in the analyses provided that they produced both 
the basic and non-basic number word correctly from a particular number series. Sex was not 
included as a variable in these anaiyses as prelirninary analyses did not reveal any significant sex 
differences. Furthemore, the data were anaiyzed at each grade level, provided that there were 
at Ieast five children at a particular gade who were able to name both the basic and non-basic 
number words at a number level correctly. For example, comparisons at the thousands level 
excluded grade one students, since there were only four grade one children who could correctly 
name both the basic and the non-basic number word corredy at this level. Likewise, grade one 
and three snidents were excluded fiom the analyses at the million and billion levels, since fewer 
than five children were exposed to a d o r  received credit for the basic and non-basic number 
words at these number levels. 
Results of a repeated measures ANOVA on children's mean reaction times to narne 
words at the decade level revealed a signifïcant grade effect, F(3,91) = 19.21, p<.00 1 and a 
significant number word type effect, E( 1, 9 1 ) = 1 0.76, p<. 00 1 . A significant grade effect, E(3, 
91) = 19.71, p<.001 and a significant nurnber word effect, l ( l .  91) = 9.64, pC.003 was also 
obtained in the repeated measures ANOVA on children's completed decade number naming 
times. Consistent with the earlier reported naming time data, younger children were slower at 
aarting and completing correct verbalkations of decade numbers. However, Tukey post hoc 
analyses revealed that only the dserence between grade one and the grade t h e ,  five and seven 
means differed significantiy (p <. 05). With respect to the significant number word effect, results 
of both analyses reveaied that children's reaction times and total number naming times were 
faster for the basic decade words versus the randomly selected non-basic decade word 
cornparisons. 
Children's mean reaction times and total nurnber naming times were highly consistent 
across number word type and grade at the hundreds. thousands and millions levels. 
Consequently, the results of several repeated measures ANOVAs only revealed a significant 
grade effect on children's reaction times to name numbers at the hundreds level, E(3 ,77) = 7.82. 
p <.O0 1; and a significant grade effect, E(2, 56) = 3.33, p <O43 and a significant number word 
effect, E(I,56) = 6.03, p <.O1 7 for total number production time at the thousands level. With 
respect to the significant grade effect at the hundreds level older children reacted faster to 
naming numben, but post hoc teas revealed that only the grade one mean differed significantly 
from the means at other grades. The same trend was observed at the thousands level with older 
children producing number words faster than younger students, but post hoc analyses revealed 
that ody grade five and grade seven means differed significantly from the grade three mean. 
However, as predicted., children were faster to narne the basic number word one thousand 
correctiy than its non-basic cornparison five thousand. 
Finally, results of the repeated meanires ANOVAs on children's reaction times and total 
na-g times at the billions level revealed two significant grade effects (F(1, 16) = 13 44, p 
<. 002 and E( 1, 1 6) = 1 2.70, p< .OO3, respectively), two significant number word type effects 
(E(1, 16) = 5.10, p <.O38 and E(1, 16) = 6.99, p< .018, respectively), and two sigd'icant grade 
by number word type interactions (F(1, 16) = 4.54, p <.O49 and H l ,  16) = 4.40, p<.05, 
respectively). Grade Bve students were slower at reacting to and naming the numbers at the 
billions level on this task compareci to their grade seven counterparts. Furthemore, although 
both grade levels were slower at reacting to and naming the non-basic number word 3-n 
compared to the basic number word gne billion, the difference in reaction times and total 
naming times for these two words was more pronounced at the grade five level. 
R I  i n B  n N r Pr r s  ic Abiliti 
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients measuring the relation between 
children's performance on the two su bteas of the Woodcock-JO hnson, teachen1 ratings of t hei r 
students' mathematical and reading abilities, and children's scores on the basic number 
knowledge task, total narning task, total counting task and numerical problem solving task are 
presented in Table 26 as a function of grade. Since the correlations between children's number 
production abilities and scores on the two individual Woodcock-Johnson subtests did not yield a 
consistent and explainable pattem at al1 grade levels, percentile scores fiom the two 
achievement rneasures were averaged to obtain an overall mathematics achievement score. 
Correlations were aiso cdculated on this composite mathematical achievement score. 
As demonstrated in Table 26, teacher ratings of their midents' academic abilities did not 
correlate mongly with their children's performance on the number production tasks in Study 2. 
Of the 32 correlational analyses conducteci, only two were statisticdly sigx~ificant.~ Specifically, 
teacher ratings of children's mathematics ability were positively correlateci with children's basic 
nurnber word vocabulary in grade one, and total counting ability in grade five. 
The correlations between children's achievement scores and their number production 
performance were positive at dl grades. However, given statistical conventions in psychology, 
only a subset are considered significant. Specifically, at the grade one and seven levels, the 
chiIdrenls total mathematics composite score was positively related to their basic number word 





level, chitdren's total mathematics score was positively correlated with their performance on the 
number naming and counting tasks. 
Pearson product correlation coefficients were also used to examine the relation between 
children's composite mathematical achievement scores at each grade level and their number 
naming and counting times at each of the five number series. Results of these correlational tests 
revealed significant findings for grade seven students only. Specifically, grade seven students 
with higher mathematical perfomance scores on the Woodcock Johnson tests tended to be 
faster at naming numbers at the decades [~(22) = - 0.6 1,  p < .05], hundreds [1(22) = - 0.70, p < 
-051, thousands [L(22) = - 0.6675, p c .OS], and millions series [d22) = - 0.72, p < .O 11. Higher 
achieving grade seven students also tended to be faster at counting numbers in the thousands 
[~(22) = - 0.63, p -051, millions [1(22) = - 0.70, p < .OS] and billions [1(22) = - 0.69, p < -051. 
Discussion 
Study 2 replicated the large increase in children's number naming and counting skills 
with grade. These findings confirm the nibaantial increase in children's understanding of the 
cardinal number system, and the increase in children's basic and total cardinal number word 
vocabularies during the school years. Consistent with Study 1, children's basic number word 
vocabdaries were compatible with children's stopping points on the nurnber production tasks in 
about one haif of al1 cases. This finding provides at least some support for the assumption that a 
basic vocabulary is required for producing compound number words correctly, and when 
children do not have a requisite nurnber word in their vocabdary, they can ody count as high as 
the series containhg the largest stored basic number word. (The remaining cases do not 
necessarily violate the assumption, but could be interpreted as were sirnilar findings tiom Study 
I on pp. 55-57). 
Even though several researchers have nored the cardinal number sequence c m  be 
generated using a smaii set of vocabulary words (Anglin, 1993b: Baroody. 1987: Ginsburg, 
1977), stopping pattern data for about one fifth of the children reveded that simply knowing 
vocabulary words was not enough for children to generate additional number words. informd 
observations revealed several cases where children produced ail of the appro pnate basic 
vocabulary words comectiy, but did not receive credit for a cornplex number because 
vocabuiary words were not ordered correctly within the number word compound. This finding 
is consistent with some ernerging research suggesting that in addition to vocabulary mistakes. 
people also make syntactic (or compound construction) errors while translating numerds into 
number words (Power & Da1 Martelio. 1990; Seron & Fayol, 1994). 
Consistent with Study 1. results aiso demonstrated strong individual differences in 
children's number production scores within each grade. These individual differences were 
~ i ~ c a n t l y  related to the children's mathematical achievernent test scores at the grade one. five. 
and seven Ievels. The data were also consistent with previous research demonstrating some 
individuai differences in children's counting abilities (Hubbard. 1995; Fuson, Richards. & Bnan. 
1982). However, the current project extended the iiterature in that children's number naming 
counting abilities were related to their mathematical knowledge even as late as the grade five 
and seven levels. 
Although the grade three correlations between mathematical performance and number 
production abilities were positive, and were in the same low to moderate range as the sigrUricant 
correlations for the other grades, they did not reach significance in both siudies. It is possible 
that this grade three discrepancy could be due to differences in the focus of the cumcular 
requirernents at this grade. For exarnple, the nurnber sense portion of the grade three 
curriculum tends to focus on the ordering of arabic numerals and ordinal numbers (Ministy of 
Education, 1985), which may not be highly related to number production skills. However. 
funher investigations involving larger sampie sizes (and essentially greater experimental power) 
are needed before conciusions of this nature are made. 
Close observation of the number production proficiency data in both studies mav also 
provide insight into children's developing knowledge of the cardinal number sequence. As 
demonstrated in Tables 7 and 18, with the exception ofthe grade one data and the data at the 
thousands series, children often seem to move fiom having no laiowledge of the number words 
in a senes to completely mastering the number words at a particular level. This statement is 
based on the observation that with the above two exceptions, there were relatively few scores of 
two and three on the number production proficiency scaie, which represent partial knowledge of 
the cardinal number sequence. The two categories were stilI low despite the fact that t hey 
contain a large portion of the percentage data (Le., between one and ninety-nine percent of 
nurnber words rnastered in a series). The findings are consistent with research by Baroody, 
Gannon, Brent, and Ginsburg ( 1  984) indicating that children's acquisition of the cardinal number 
sequence is neplike, and they l e m  portions of the number sequence in series (Le., decades first 
followed by hundreds and so forth). 
However, the grade one data did not follow the above pattern in that the scores were 
more evenly distributeci across the four proficiency categories at least for the decades and 
hundreds series. This finding rnay have occurred because the grade one students are still 
leaniing the fùndarnentals of number production. Since 28 of the hypothesized basic vocabula- 
words are introduced in the decades, dong with several compounding mles. it seems likely that 
these children may commit errors coordinating the requisite knowledge for nurnber words. 
Tables 7 and 18 also illustrate a more distributed pattern of number proficiencv scores 
across the four categones for the thousands, compared to the distribution of scores at the other 
number senes. for the grade t h e ,  grade five and, to a lesser extent, grade seven levels. This 
finding suggests that producing number words in the thousands is challenging for children even 
in the Iater elernentary school yem. The thousands series may be difficult for children because 
it is the first number series, where an increase in the number of arabic digits in the numeral is not 
associated with a new basic number word. Children must learn a new compounding rule to 
account for this discrepancy at both the ten thousand and hundred thousand levels. A closer 
breakdown of scores in Tables 8 to 1 1 of Sîudy 1 and Tables 19 to 22 of Study 2 indicates that 
children's acquisition of the low thousands, ten thousands, and hundred thousands is step-like. in 
support of the argument that children must learn a new compounding rule at the ten thousands, 
and then again at the hundred thousands before they can continue the series. 
Finally, data fiom the curent project did not support the assumption made in previous 
research that the number system is completely generative following the hundreds. Close 
anaiysis of the mastery data in Tables 8 to 1 1 and in Tables 19 to 22 shows a gradua decline in 
perfect number production performance up to the low millions senes, indicating that many 
children were unable to produce all number words correctly to that point. However, once 
children were able to produce numbers perfectly in the low millions, a large majority of these 
children continued to produce number words correctly into the hundred millions. Furthemore, 
despite a smdl decrease in mastery scores between the hundred millions and the low billions 
(possibly occumng because children did not know the basic word billion), most children who 
produced al1 the numbers in the low billions correctly continued to produce words correctly into 
the hundred billions. These data suggest that it is not until children master the numbers in the 
low millions at a minimum and possibly even the billions, that they can extend the number 
sequence indefinitely (given requisite vocabulary words). 
Consistent with the hypotheses, ail children were able to demonstrate knowledge of the 
principle of cardinality on at least one of the cardinality tasks. Thus, it may be assumed that 
even though children were not asked to express their knowledge of the number words in Study 
2, al1 children could theoretically demonstrate the meaning of these words by using objects and 
counting up to the required number word. However, results of the responding on the abstract 
cardinality task revealed significant increases in the number of correct responses with grade. 
These findings rnay be due to the fact that older children have better problem sotving skills, and 
more advanced metacognitive abilities to interpret the abstract numetical quantities in the 
questions. Consequently, older children were more likely to produce the correct answer 
compared to their younger agemates. 
The quality of children's responses on the numerical problem solving task was 
comparable to that for the responses discussed in Study 1, suggesting that most children in 
Study 2 also used some form of problem sotving to answer the questions. However, analyses 
revealed that the children were highly sensitive to the sound pattern of the pseudo number 
words, and obtained higher scores when the pseudo number word was similar to other larger 
number words they may have encountered previously. This finding suggests that children have 
preconceived notions of the sound pattern of the large basic number words. Thus. children who 
were exposed to the "gillion" number word rnay have been more likely to relate the question to 
their own working mode1 of the cardinal number system, retr-ieve the relevant compounding 
rules, and produce the correct answer compared to children in the more abaract "gug@eW 
worded condition. 
En addition to the substantial increase in children's cardinal number word vocabularies 
with grade, results of Shidy 2 revealed that there were substantial increases in children's abilities 
to produce numbers quickly with grade. In one extreme case, it took one grade three student 
two hours to complere the nurnber production tasks into the billions with few errors. even 
though most grade seven mdents completed the sarne task in about 45 minutes. These findings 
add to the developmental hypothesis of children's number production capabilities. Specifically 
children do not sirnply learn to produce more number words with grade, but their entire cardinal 
number production capabilities become increasingly proficient dunng the school years. With 
forma1 schooling and other life experiences, children gain knowledge of additionai basic number 
words, and Iikely practice producing these number words in combination with other number 
words. As a result of practice, the mental lexicon may become more organized, and older 
children who have had more practice, may be better able to retrieve number words and organize 
them more efficiently than their younger counterparts. 
However, the speed at which children produced number words correctly depended on 
the nature of the number production task. In most cases, children were fastest at producing 
numbers on the f o m d  counting task, followed by the backward counting task, the fonvard 
naming task, and were slowest on the backward naming task. These findings are concordant 
with the general perfomance differential between forward and backward countino obtained in 
both audies and in some other research (Steinberg, 1985; Thomton & Smith. 1988: Wright. 
1994). Not only did children receive more credit for words on the foward number production 
tasks. but they also tended to produce numbers faster on the fonvard than backward tasks. 
However, the fonvard and backward counting effects were so strong in Study 2. that the 
counting effects surprisingly carried over into the naming trials. These results may have 
occurred because the forward counting sequence is typically practiced more often is leamed 
earlier (Mininry of Education, 1985), and thus it becornes more autornatized than the backward 
number sequence. As a result, mental translations of numerals into number words are likely less 
taxing on short t e m  storage and retneval mechanisms when children are asked to complete the 
task in a fornard as opposed to a backward directionai context. 
C o n t r q  to expectations, children were faster at producing number words correctly on 
the counting trials compared to the narning trials. On first thought, it was expected that children 
would be slower at producing numbers correctly while counting than naming numbers, because 
they would need additional processing time to relate the previously named number word to the 
cardinal number sequence. However, the speeded performance on counting trials suggests that 
children did not aiways translate numerals into number words using problem solving on this 
trial. Chiîdren may have held the nurnber words in shon term memory, repeated the words on 
the counting trial, and in most cases made a one word adjustment to the last produced number 
word. This simple modification likely required less processing time than the time taken to use 
problem solving to conaruct words on naming triais. 
Children's abilities to narne and react to the three basic decade words, and two of the 
large multi-digit basic number words (Le.. thousand and billion) were faster than the children's 
abilities to produce the randomly selected non-basic cornparisons at certain grades. This finding 
provides preliminary support for the hypot hesis t hat individuals have a certain set of basic 
number words stored in semantic memory. Furthemore, children may be fast to react to and 
name the basic number words because they do not have to use problem solving skills to produce 
these words; the words are simply retrieved from semantic memory. 
However. it should be noted that the number naming and reaction time differentials 
between basic number words and their non-basic number word cornparisons were only 
significant at the grade leveis where the majorîty of the children tested were still working on 
mastering the number senes in question. For example, the difference between basic and non- 
basic decade words was only signifiant for grade one -dents. Likewise. the time differences 
in the billions series were only sipificant for grade five students. These findings may indicate 
that as children become proficient at producing number words for a particular series. the 
processing involved in compounding non-basic number words (at least of the type used in the 
number naming reaction tirne task) becomes so automatic, that the time taken to produce the 
basic venus the non-basic number words can no longer be detected. Alternatively, some non- 
basic number words may corne to be used frequently in society (e.g., the decade numbers, 
famous hiaorical dates) or by individuals (e.g., birth year, Street number, lucky number) that 
they may become Iexicalized entnes. 

made is not likely soleiy due to children leaming or becoming more proficient with problem 
C 
solving skills with grade, but is likely also due to the repetitive nature of the cardinal number 
sequence. That is, as the cardinal number sequence increases, the potential number of cardinal 
nurnber words that may be constructed through problem soiving increases exponentially (see the  
multipliers in Appendix 5). Thus, problem solving estirnates may be low for the youns children 
because they have not yet learned or coordinated their number knowledge for words in the latter 
portions of the series (Le., millions and billions) that are highly conducive to problem soiving. 
It should be noted that the vocabulary estimates obtained in the current investigation for 
both children's total cardinal number words and problem solved words strongiy exceeded the 
estimates reported in Anglin (1 993a) for the set of  English words contained in an unabridged 
dictionary. Differences in estimates across the two investigations most certainly occurred 
because of the different characteristics inherent in the set of vocabulary words midied in each 
project. The set of Engiish cardinal number words is heavily nile govemed, and follow a 
repeating pattern that is generally consistent with the conventions of  place value. As a result, 
very few basic vocabulary words and compounding rules are needed to constnict additional 
words. The results of the current study demonstrated an extreme case of the importance of 
problem solving skills in vocabulary development . 
A v  i h R  d C h i J  dren's Cardinal Number Knowledge 
Although research on children's counting has most often focused on preschoolers' 
acquisition of the nurnber series into the decades and their developing knowledge of the five 
counting pMciples using a variety of counting tasks (e.g., object counting versus rote counting) 
(Baroody & Pnce, 1983; Becker, 1993; Brissiaud, 1992; Fuson, Pergarnent, Lyons & Hall, 
1985: Fuson. Secada & Haii. 1983: Gelman & Gailistel, 1978: Ginsburg. 1977: Michie. 1984: 
Resnick. 1989: Saxe. Becker, Sadeghpour & Sicilhan. 1989: Shannon. 1978: Shipley & 
Shepperson. 1990a. L990b: Wagner & Walters, 1982), the current work has s h o w  that 
children's counting abilities continue to develop throughout the school years. The current 
studies have replicated some research uidicating that students up to grade three typically extend 
the nurnber sequence into the hundreds and thousands (Bell & Burns. 198 1 : Kar & Dash, 199 1 : 
Fuson. 1988; Siegler & Richards, 1983). However, results of the testing have s h o w  thst it is 
not until the grade five and seven levels that children are able to continue the nurnber sequence 
into the millions and billions series, respectively. Furthemore, even though children were not 
directly tested on numbers beyond one trillion, it is unlikely that most children at these grade 
levels would be able to count beyond the trillions. since only a handful of students knew the 
basic number words beyond trillion. 
In addition to the large quantitative number production gains during the school yeus. 
resulü of the current investigation revealed some interesting qualitative accomplishrnents in the 
children's counting skills wi th grade. In previ ous research involving preschoolers. forward 
counting has often been used as an indication of children's counting knowledge. and objecu or 
pictures of objecu are used to solicit knowledge of the five basic counting principles (e.g., 
Fuson, 1988; Fuson, Pergament, Lyops & Hall, 1985; Shipley & Shepperson. 1990a 1990b). 
However, intomal observations revealed that all children in the c m n t  project could 
demonstrate their number production abilities at any arbitrary starting point in the number 
sequence. they could produce number words by transtating numbers from their arabic form. and 
they could demonstrate their counting abilities in the absence of any objects. These 
obseniations niggea that with practice in school and other life experiences. the children in this 
projeci have likely developed a deep understanding of the cardinal number syaem compared to 
the preschool participants tested in other research. Furthemore, with more advanced short 
term memory skills (Siegler, 1991), the children in this midy rnay have developed flexible 
strategies enabling them to produce number words in conditions involving the more rigorous 
test demands of this research compared to methods used in other investigations. 
The present results also demonstrated large ind~dual  differences in children's number 
production skills within grade, which in extreme cases, were larger than the differences 
observed between the mean nurnber production scores of two consecutive grades tested. 
Although individual differences have been repoxted in other studies (Hubbard 1995; Fuson, 
1988; Fuson, Richards, & Briars, 1 982), the current research dernonstrated that these individual 
differences are important since they are related to children's mathematicai achievement scores at 
most grades. It is possible that children with higher number production stopping points have 
developed a geater knowledge of place value and ultimately, a better understanding of the 
cardinal number syaern, which would enhance their scores on the mathematics tests. compared 
to their lower achieving same-aged peers. However, more research is clearly needed since the 
current experiments do not accurately discriminate between children's number production skills, 
place value knowledge, cardinal number knowledge, and t heir relation wit h conceptual and 
calculation skills in mathematics. 
Sex DifFierenca 
Equal numbers of boys and girls were randornly assigned within each grade in the 
current investigation (with two slight exceptions in Study l) ,  such that conclusions about 
children's number word production skills could be generalized to both sexes. Even rhough the 
examination of sex differences was not of p r i m q  concem. equal numbers of boys and girls 
assignai within each grade permitted analyses of Lhis type. 
Results of the project funher revealed some unanticipated sex differences in favor of 
boys on the number production tasks, especially at grades one and seven. These findings are 
relevant to some studies reporting that boys outperform girls on mathematical achievement tests 
(Felson & Trudeau, 199 1 : Friedman, 1989: Kirnbail. 1989: Maccoby & Jacldin, 19741, boys are 
better problem solvers than girls (Geary, 1996: Hyde, Fernema & b o n .  1990). and even up 
to adulthood, males have more positive feelings and less anxiety toward mathemaucs than 
fernales (Kaiser-Messmer, 1993: LeFevre, Kulak, & Heymans, 1992). More importandy. the 
current findings are consistent with one study that found sex differences in counting up to 100 
at the grade one level in favor of boys (Caliahan & Clements, 1984). Although many 
explmations have been proposed to account for sex differences on mathematics related tasks. 
such as soàalizauon practices, course selections. differential treatment of boys and girls by 
teachers (Fernema, 1990), more research is needed to determine the underlying factors 
responsible for these sex differences, especially since they occurred at such an early age. 
Furthemore, Callahan and CIements (1984) noted that caution shouid be used when 
interpreting sex differences in mathematics research, as  they demonsuated that slight differences 
in task demands (specifically in counting experiments) reverse the direction of the effect 
Develo~ine a Mode1 for Children's Acauisition of the Cardinal Number Secpence 
The current research findings extend cognitive developmentd approaches attempting to 
understand children's acquisition of the cardinal number sequence, and the representation of 
nurnber words in semantic memory. Consistent with previous work (hglin. 199%: Baroody. 
1 987; Ginsburg, 1977), children's aopping points, informal observations of their incorrect 
problem solved basic number word attempts, and data from the number narning and reaction 
time task support the notion that at a minimum, children (ofien by grade seven) seem to leam 
eventuaily a set of approximately 32  basic number vocabulary words. fiom which additional 
number words may be generated. 
Results firther indicated that school aged children used problem solving skills to 
generate at least some of the large multi-digit nurnerals çnidied in the project. Children's 
problem solved responses were most noticeable on the incorrectly attempted responses. For 
exarnple, children showed evidence of problem solving in place of not knowing required basic 
nurnber words (e.g., saying "one killion" for 100,000), when they did not seem to know relevant 
compound rules (e-g., producing "nine hundred thousand thirty-seven, six hundred seventy" for 
937,670), or when they may have lacked knowledge of place value conventions ( e g ,  ignoring 
the meaning of the zero in 506, by stating "fifty-six"). Informa1 observations also revealed t hat 
children used their problem solving skills on the correct trials. For exarnple, some children 
counted out sections of three digits separated by commas before responding, some midents 
aarted to translate a numeral into words up to three times before producing a correct response, 
and some children used self-monitoring verbalizations while producing the words, indicating 
that they were not simply retrieving stored words from memoy. 
However, the observed effeçt of children failing to receive credit for a number word, 
despite knowing al1 relevant basic vocabulary words suggests there are other factors responsible 
for children's acquisition of the number sequence besides knowing the relevant basic number 
words. One such factor that has not been irnplicated in previous work is the implicit knowledee 
of the linguistic rules for translating numerals into words. That is, in addition to leaming the 
compounding sequence for producing number words (as demonstrated in Appendix 1 ). children 
must also l e m  the diEerence between the digit and positional values of nurnerals and how this 
information translates linguistically (James & James. 1997; Karush, 1989. Shapiro. 1977). 
Aithough the current project has outlined the importance of these linguistic factors to the skiIl of 
counting, further research is needed to investigate the relative importance of each factor to 
children's numencal develo pment . 
The present resdts also provide fùrther insight into the order in which children acquire 
the nurnber sequence. Previous work has indicated that children learn a set of number 
vocabulary words, and problem solving skills first becorne relevant in the decade series when 
children realize the number words follow a repeating pattern (e-g., Fuson 1988, Fuson 1 99 1 : 
Fuson, 1992b; Fuson & Kwon, 1992b). However, the current work fias demonstrated that 
children do not simpiy l e m  al1 basic number words at once. and are then capable of generating 
additional words in the series. The strong developmental increase in children's nurnber 
production abilities with grade suggests that children l e m  the smaller, earlier appearing cardinal 
number words in the sequence before the larger, later appearing ones. Earlier appearing 
numbers are likely acquired firsî because they are usually not as morphemically complex as the 
later appearing numbers. Since the cardinal nurnber syaem is generative, the smaller nurnbers 
may be used as building blocks and added to each other to produce larger numbers. Thus, it 
would be difficult to produce larger number words before knowing how to produce smailer 
numbers first. 
Furthermore, consistent with previous research (Baroody, Gannon Berent & Ginsbuo. 
1984), the current work supponed the argument that children acquire the cardinal number 
sequence in series. Data from the number production proficiency s a l e  suaested that after 
children master the decade sequence, they begin to acquire number words in the hundreds. the 
low thousands, the ten thousands, the hundred thousands, and so forth. Children may leam 
specific portions of the cardinal number word system in this sequence because they have to 
coordinate knowledge of new cornpounding words with new basic number vocabulary words. 
For example, in the hundreds series, children have to l e m  a new basic word (i.e., "hundred"), 
and the convention for attaching this new basic number word to previously-mastered decade 
stems. 
The current research also revealed that the thousands series is very difficult to master. 
and even some of the participants in the oldest age group produced thousands level words 
incorrectly. Once again, children may have had difficulty with the thousands sequence, because 
the thousands are the first series where the number of arabic digits in a numeral is no longer 
always associated with a new basic number word. Consequentiy, children may acquire specific 
portions of the thousands series separately because they have to leam and coordinate a new 
compounding rule each tirne the length of the numerals increases in digits (i.e., low thousands, 
ten thousands, hundred thousands). 
Furthermore, the current work demonstrated that it is not until children produce number 
words in the millions at a minimum, that they are Uely able to generate the sequence 
indefinitely (when supplied relevant vocabulary words). This statement is based on the 
observation that the millions is the fint series where children have been exposed to basicaily al1 

Place value is a svstem of notation for understanding the meaning of a anno of numerals. When 
children have mastered place value, they will either implicitiy or explicitly learn that every digit 
in a number has a purpose and the inclusion and ordering of digits differentiate each number 
(James & James, 1992; Karush, 1989). Furthermore, every digit in a number has a dioit value 
(i-e.. the name of the digit when presented by itself, such as " 1 " is called "one"), and a positional 
value (Le., the value of the digit in relation to where it is situated such as the "3" in 300 
represents "three" of the hundreds series) (Shapiro, 1977). It is likely that children fira leam 
about the concept of place value during their preschool counting experiences (where they are 
often asked to translate numbers into both spoken and wrinen forms), yet parents and educators 
only make impiicit reference to place value rules. Perhaps, if there was more emphasis aimed at 
bridging counting abilities with place value knowledge at an early age (e-g., by showing children 
the ones and tens columns and taiking about how numbers are organized in the decades), the 
difficuities that children are reporied to have in the literature with respect to acquinng place 
value during the school years (St. John Jesson, 1 983; Jones, Thomton, Putt, 1 994; Jones, et al., 
1996; Karnii, 1986) mav be overcome to some extent. 
Furthermore, since children's number production abilities were significantly related to 
their mathematicai abilities at most grades, likely because of the strong relation between 
counting and place value knowledge, it may be important to focus on the skill of counting at al1 
grade levels. It could be arguecl that children should be taught al1 the basic number words in the 
cardinal number series. In addition to leaming the basic number words, children might benefit 
by being explicitly taught the compound rules especially in the thousands, for generating 
additionai words. Children might also bene& by being taught the specific rules for translating 
numerals into spoken form and vice versa. Finally. ~ iven  that the En&h cardinal number 
system is more irregular in structure compared to the number words in other languages (e-g.. 
Bell, 1990; Fuson, Fraivillig & Burghardt, 1993: Fuson & Kwon. 1992~; Miura Kim. Chans & 
Okamoto, 1988), it may be helpfùl for students to practice number words in other languages, 
before generating number words in English (Kliman & Janssen 1996). 
uestions for Further Research in Mathematics Education 
Although the current research extends knowledge of children's acquisition of the 
cardinal number syaem, the project has uncovered some areas that deserve attention in funire 
research. First, hrther investigations are needed to determine how children's number 
production abilities are affected by the linguistic aspects of number words (e-g., syllabie length 
magnitude, frequency, rnorphemic complexity) and other nurnenc factors (e-g., number of 
digits). Although some research has begun to tease apart the relation between some of these 
variables with adult participants and with nurnbers up to 99 (Brysbaen, 1995; Gielen. Brysbaert, 
& Dhondt, 199 1 ; Pynte, 1974), the random sarnple of numbers in the current project did not 
permit analyses designed to determine the relative importance of the above factors with larger 
numbers and child participants. 
However, children's perfomance on one of the randomly selected numbers, 1 1,000,204 
deserves brief attention. When asked to produce this nurnber, eight children received credit for 
identifjmg 1 1,000,204, despite making errors on al1 numerals in the hundred thousands, and al1 
other numerals in the millions. In this example, the absence of non-zero digits in the thousands 
section eliminates the need for knowing the compound conventions for producing nurnber 
words in the thousands. Thus, even though it is presumed that children generally learn smaller 
number words before larger ones. the example shows that children can produce laree number 
words when the morphemic structure is sirnplified and/or the syllable length is reduced. 
Relatedly, it would be beneficial to document the set of niles that children use to 
translate numerds into number words and determine the age at which children acquire these 
d e s .  For example, several snidies including the current work have found that many school- 
aged children have difficulty grasping the convention that zeros in nurnerals hold places. even 
though the zeros are not translated or pronounced when the numeral is translated into words. 
Research in this area may have important implications for developing children's understanding of 
place value, and irnproving their mathematical achievement . 
Finally, even though the current work provided support for the assumption made here, 
and by others that at least some of the basic number words are leamed and n o r d  in semantic 
memory, more controlled studies are needed to investigate the relation between basic and non- 
basic words. From both numerical developmental and semantic memory theoretical 
perspectives, it wouid be interesting to obtain more direct evidence that each of the 32 basic 
number words are stored in semantic memory and to establish whether some other (compound) 
number words might be as weil. Some cross cultural research has begun to address the 
semantic storage of number words, and number retrieval processes. For example, Miller and 
Zhu ( 199 1 ) found that due to the morphological complexity of the Engiish teen words, English- 
speaking adults showed more difficulty reversing numbers containing ones (e.g., 15, 5 1 ) 
compared to numbers with no ones (e.g., 53, 84), but Chinese-speaking participants did not 
show this performance differential. As a result of the longer processing times for numbers in 
English, Miller and Zhu ( 199 1 ) concluded that the English teen words may be lexicdized 
entries. However. more research using different experimental methods is needed to understand 
the semantic representation of numerals and their corresponding number words. The current 
project has demonstrated the potential usefiilness of the developmental approach in studying 
number processing and the semantic organization of number words in English, and in other 
langages. 
In conclusio~ the current work has demonstrated nrong, reliable increases in children's 
cardinal number word knowledge with grade. The studies have identified several factors that 
likeiy &kt children's abilities to continue the cardinal number sequence indefinitely. 
Furrhemore, the studies have emphasized the importance of leaming number production skills. 
in that counUng was related to children's mathematical abilities in most grades. Finally, the 
project contnbutes to other work aimed at bridging the gap between children's linguistic 
accomplishrnents and their mathematical achievement. 
Appendix 1 
This appendix describes one morphological compounding strategy that people rnay use 
to convert the cardinal numbers fiom 1 to 999.999,999,999 into words. However. since the 
d e s  for constructing the nurnber words are highly repetitive. a few slight modifications ro the 
procedure descnbed below would enable numbers of an even larger magnitude to be convened 
into words. It should also be noted that the rules outlined in this appendix are very detaiied. and 
even if people use something like this specific process to convert numerds into words. it rnay be 
used quite automatically and unconsciously by adults and even children to generate the number 
word senes. 
Before the compounding mles are presmed, it is necessary to discuss some of the 
general strategies that people may use when interpreting the meaning of a number. and 
converting it into words. Fira, consistent with reading words and sentences in Engiish. the 
-digits in a numeral are read fiom left to right. Furthemore, (at least) four features of a numerai 
are attended to when it is being converted into either a written or spoken fo- including: (1) 
the specific digits in the numeral (Le., digits can range fiom O to 9, and each digit is associated 
with a different basic number word); (2) the position of a digit within the numeral (i-e., since 
numbers operate on a place value system, even though 2 10 and 120 contain the same digits, the 
ordering of the digits changes the meaning and written or spoken form of the numbers); (3) the 
sire of the numeral (Le., numbers having many digits may ofien require more modifiers to 
accurately describe them); and (4) zeros hold places within a numerai and are not pronound. 
Finally, the English number words are created by considering digits in groups of three. This 
may explain why commas and spaces have been conventionally used to separate the digits of a 
numeral into goups of three in some number svstems. 
The process of converting the wdinal numbers into words begins by 
in a numeral into groups of three. This process is done by starting with the c c  
most position (e-g., 276086) and counting dong until the digit in the left mo 
276 088) is reached. Zeros are counted as digits. lf the numbers are wriae - 
commas or spaces, the commas and spaces mark the d~sions .  If a number i 
divisible by t h e ,  the left most group will not contain three digits (e-g.. u , 2  
groups have been mark& the total number of groups should be counted. 
The following general equation may, depending on the specific num- 
part or in its entirety to convert the cardinal numbers less than 1,000,000,00 
(#4) (#3)  (#a 
X= (CNW,+ BILLION+ A,)+ (CNW,+ MILLION+ A,) + (CNWI+ ?TIOUSANN t' 
where, 
"n' refers to the cardinal number word that is converted in either spoken oi 
CNW refers to a cardinal number word representing numbers from O to 999 
"A" refers to the insertion of either the conjunction AND or a COMMA (or 
if the word is spoken), the choice depending on circumstances described bel 
This equation is subdivided into four sections (identifid by the four numbei 
above it), such that al1 number words in the billions, millions, thousands, hu 

For example. if t he numeral is 22,890.1 1 1 , t here are eight digits and three digir groupines. 
According to Table 14 the number is in the millions senes and the aarting point of the 
equation is at the number three position. In this case: the equation becornes: X=(CNW,+ 
MILLION+ A,) + (CNW + THOUSAND+ Ad + (CNW,), and al1 notation associated with the 
billions series in the equation (i.e., section four) is omitted. 
Once the starting point of the equation has been established, the left most group of 
(maximum three) digits is translated into words first. Regardless of the aarting point. the first 
aep of al1 equation sections requires that this first group of digits be converted into a cardinal 
nurnber word (CNW) less than one thousand. W~th the exception of CNW,. these cardinal 
number words will later modiQ the large basic number words (e.g., mi1Iion) that are associated 
with the same section of the equation. The digits can be converted into number words less than 
gne thousand using the procedure that is described in this next section. 
Procedure for Producinn Cardinal Number Words Less Than "One Thousand" 
Due to several irregularities in the production of the English cardinal nurnber words 
below one hundred the process of creating words for numben l e s  than 1000 is subdivided into 
four rules. One or more of these mies may be used where applicable to convert a numeral (or 
portion of a numeral) into words. To begin, examine the nurnber of digits in the left most 
group, and identif) the specific digits. Then read the four d e s  fiom A to D, and nart at the 
f i r ~  rule that accurately describes the digit group. 
A) Follow this procedure IF there are three digits in the group, and the left most digit is NOT a 
zero (e-g., 61 1, 572, but not 071 or 003). If this rule is not applicable, go to Rule B. 
CNWs= B W  + HUNDRED + AND + CNWo 
where. 
BNW refers to a basic nurnber word h m  ONE to NTNE. determined by the ieft most digit in 
the group. 
HUNDRED refers to a large basic number word that is modîfied by the BNW 
AND is the conjunction added to wnnect the word HUNDRED with any subsequent number 
words generated by CNW,. However, in the event that CNW, is zero, the AND is omitted. 
CNW, refers to either a decade cardinal number word or a basic number word less than twenty. 
This number word is determined by looking at the last two digits in the group. If the last two 
digits are zero (e.g., 3 00), no fbrther cardinal number words are necessary to describe the group 
of digits. Thus, one should skip to the end of these specific niles and follow fùrther 
instructions. If the rniddle digit in the triad is a zero, but the last digit in the group is not (e-g.,  
30 1 ), one should consult Rule C. Othenvise, one should consult Rule B. 
B) Follow this procedure IF the cardinal number word has two digits, and the first digit is NOT 
zero (e-g., 98, 16); OR IF there are t h e  digits in the group and the lefi most digit is a zero 
(e-g., 069); OR IF one has been referred to rule B from rule A to convert the latter two digits 
into words (e-g., 9& 2 u .  If this rule is not applicable, consult Rule C. 
Examine the two digits (or the right most two digits in the group. if there are three digits) and 
determine whether they fa11 h m  10 to 19 or from 20 to 99. 
a) IF THEY FALL FROM 10 to 19, then CNW, (or CNW, if referred here from A) 
consists of a basic teen word fi-om TEN to NINETEEN. 
b) IF rCIEY FALL FROM 20 to 99, then the C N W ,  (or CNW,) can be constructed 
according to the following procedure: CNW, (or CNW,)= BDW + a hyphen (-) + BNW 
where, 
BDW refers to a basic decade word fiom TWENTY to NINETY, and 
BNW refers to a basic word fiom ONE to N M  
If one of the procedures in Part B has been followed the CNW, (or CNW,) has been created 
and one should skip to the end of this set of four rules to follow further inaructions. 
C) Follow this procedure IF the cardinal number word has only one digit (e.g., 4), OR IF the 
two lefi most digits are zeros (but not the right most digit in the triad) (e-g., 003), OR IF one 
has been refened to Rule C from Rule A (e-g., 903, 1 02). 
In this situation, the CNW, (or CNW, if referred here from A) refers to a basic number word 
from ONE to NME. If this nile is followed, skip to the end of the set of four rules and follow 
fùrther instmctions. 
D) iF dl three digits in the group are zeros (e-g.. 000). then a cardinal number word for this 
section of the general equation is not written or spoken. Furthemore. any number words. 
conjunctions or commas that would have been wrinen in the same section of the general 
equation are also omitted. Essentially, the entire section (indicated bv the brackets in the 
general equation) is skipped. Those following the procedure outlined by Rule D should go to 
the next (nght most) group of digits in the numeral, and begin creating the next C N W  (if one 
exists). If the group of zeros are the nght most group of digits, the process is terminated and 
the number word is complete. 
Once one or more of these specific d e s  has been followed, a cardinal number word 
should have been created. To this number word, one should add the appropriate large basic 
number word that is written in the Mme section of the general equation as the cardinal number 
word. Then, either AND or a comma is added according to the following provisions: 
i )  Add AND IF the total number of digits remaining on the right side of the digit group 
currently being considered is less than 100 but not equal to zero. 
ii) Add a comma (J (or a SHORT PAUSE if the word is spoken) CF the digits remaining 
on the right side of the digit group currently being considered. is equal to or greater than 100. 
iii) If the digits are quai to zero, then neither the conjunction nor a comma is added to 
the compound. 
Once all notation in one section of the general equation has been attended to, one should 
consider the next right most group of three digits (if another group exists). Once again, the first 
step in generating a number word for this new group of numerals requires that a cardinal 
number word less than one thousand be created. One may consuit the four specific rules 
discussed above when generating the number words for this new number triad. If there are no 
digit groups to the right of the digits already considered and one has completed the forth section 
of the equation, then the number word is complete and the number word production process is 
terminated. 
Thus, the arabic numeral 264,010 cm be produced orthographicdly or phonetically 
according to the general equation and the four specific rules discussed above. Since there are 
two groups of three digits (Le., 264 and 0 10) in this numeral, consuking Table 1.4 reveals that 
the number fdls within the thousands series. The aarting point of the equation is at the number 
two position, and the equation cm be reduced to: X= (CNW? + THOUSAND+ A,) + ( C W , ) .  
To produce C N W ,  the four specific rules are consultecl. Since 264 has three digits 
(none of which are zeros), Rule A generates the words "TWO HUNDRED AND." Then nile B 
(part b) produces "SIXTY-FOUR." Now that al1 of the digits have been accounted for. it is 
necessary to retum to the generai equation and add the basic word "THOUSAND," and the 
conjunction AM3 (since the digit group following is less than 100). The same procedure is 
followed when the next right moa group of digits is considered. Since C N W ,  begins with a 
zero, it is converteci into TEN using mle B (part a). Finally, since al1 the digts have been 
accounted for the process is terminated and the final number word produced is: TWO 
HUNDRED AND SIXTY-FOUR THOUS AND AND TEN. 
Likewise, the above procedure c m  be used to convert a number containing many zeros 
such as 1,000,000,OO 1 into words. Since this number contains four digit groups (or ten total 
digits), it is fiom the billions series and the entire equation is needed to generate the number 
word. To produce CNW,, it is necessary to consider the lefi most group of digits (Le.. 1 in this 
case) and consult the four specific mies for generating words for numbers less than 1000. 
Because there is only one digit in the "group," nile C is used to create the basic number word 
"ONE." Returning to the general equation, the words "BILLION AND" are added (since the 
digits to the right are less than 100, but not equal to zero). Next, according to mle D of the 
specific rules, the million and thousand sections are skipped since the next two nght digit 
groups contain al1 zeros. Fhally, the 1 in the nght most group of digits is generated from part C 
of the four specific rules. Since there are no more digits to be considered, the final number 
word produced is: ONE BILLION AND ONE. 
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The Special Case Numbers Used on the Forward and Backward Counting Task~ 
Forward List 
29 999 99,999,999,999 








30* 1 O0 I,000,000,000 
40 1,000 1 0,000,000,000 
50 10,000 100,000,000.000 




*The decade number word menty was not considered a specid case in this study because it is 
assumed to be part of the early number sequence :hat mua be memorized. Thus, it would not 
have to be retrieved following a series of number words generated through problem solving. 
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Thousads- Millions and Billions Series 
Ranee of Numbers 
101 - 998 
1,001 - 9,998 
10,001 - 99,998 
100,OO 1 - 999,998 
1,000,OO 1 - 9,999,998 









Appendix 5 (Continued) 
1 00,000,OO 1 - 999,999,998 899,999,998 
1,000,000,00 1 - 9,999,999,998 8,999,999,998 
i 0,000,000,00 1 - 99,999,999,998 89,999,999,998 
100,000,000,00 1 - 999,999,999,998 899,999,999.998 
Endnotes 
1 it should be noted that ail aatements regarding number words in this paper are based on 
the organization of the number senes according to the Amencan system. However. vinudly 
identical conclusions could be drawn using the organization of numbers in the British -stem. 
For a description of the differences between the Amencan and British number systems. consult 
Websteis dictionary ( 198 1 ). 
7 It should be noted that under some mathematical conventions. the conjunction "and," is 
not included as a part of the compound number word. It is reserved for representing arabic 
numerals with decimals. However, informa1 pilot testing revealed that the vast majority of 
adults use "and" within the dements of a whole cardinal number word. Thus, use of the 
conjunction "and" was incorporated as a part of the compounding d e s  in this project. 
3 Readers may be quick to point out that some conventions for words in the hundred and 
thousands series are not consistent with these compounding rules. These approaches may be 
considered short forms of the compounding strategies descnbed in this paper and in other 
compounding techniques described elsewhere (Hurford, 1 987). For exarnple, number words in 
the thousands c m  often be expressed as continuations of the hundreds senes ( e g ,  twen-three 
hundred for 2300). Furthemore, it is comrnon to completely omit the basic words hundred and 
thousand, and label each arabic digit (or combination of digits) with basic number words (e-g.. 
one f i - t w o ,  for 152; nineteen. si*-nine for 1969). Perhaps these short fonn conventions 
have been introduced with number words in the hundred and thousand senes since these 
morphologically cornplex words are commonly used in society. 
4 Children were not teaed on their knowledge of number words fiorn to  nine on the 
fonuard and backward number naming and counting tasks in Study 1. However. since al1 
children were able to demonstrate knowledge of all of these number words on the basic number 
knowledge task. and previous research has shown that children the sarne age as the youngest 
participants are able to name and count from numbers well into the decade senes (e-g.. 
Baroody, 1986: Fuson, 1988: Siegler & Robinson. 1982) it was assumed that dl chiidren in the 
smdy could name and count fkom these number words. Thus. 9 was added to d l  vocabulary 
estimates. Children were directly tested on the number words less than 10 in Study 2 to ensure 
that this assumption is valid. 
5 Children's number naming scores were further subdivided into mean random and specid 
case components, and repeated measures ANOVAs with grade and sex as between subject 
factors and task direction (i-e., forward versus backward) as the within subject factor were also 
conducted on these mean scores. Since the results were highly consistent with the total number 
naming data they are only reported as an endnote. With respect to narning random number 
words. analyses indicated a sipficant grade effect (F(3,56) = 57 -09, p c.00 1 ). with Tukey 
(HSD) post hoc procedures revealing significant mean differences at al1 grades @ 4 5 ) .  
Specificaily, on average grade one, three, five, and seven children narned random number words 
up to the hundreds, ten thousands, ten millions, and ten billions respectively (M's increased with 
grade from 29.00, 59.69, 82.13. to 1 10.63 respectively out of a possible score of 120). 
Sirnïiuly, the result: of the analyses on children's specid case number narning abilities 
revealed a main effect of grade, E33,56) = 5 1.84, p d O 1 ,  with chi1cken in grades one, three, 
five, and seven on average identifying all  special case cardinal number words up to e i g h ~ ,  
thousand, ten miifion, and nine-nine billion. nine hundred and nine--nuie million. nine hundred 
3-a a n i  respectivelv (Ms increased with gade 
from 14.13. 20.44, 26.88, to 33.44 out of a possible score of 36). Tukey (HSD) post hoc tests 
indicated that al1 means differed significantly (p <.OS). In addition to the gade effect. results of 
the repeated masures ANOVA also revealed a significant sex effect, E(1. 56) = 7.96. c. 007. 
More specifically, boys (M= 24.94) identified more special case number words than girls (W 
22-50), but the differences between means of boys and girls was only significant at grades one 
and seven (p <.OS). 
6 Children's rnean c o u n ~ g  scores were also subdivided into mean random and special 
case counting scores and analyzed. Two repeated measures ANOVAs (with grade and sex as 
between subject measures and task direction as the within subject measure) conducted on 
children's mean random and special case counting scores revealed significant main effects of 
grade E(3, 56)= 6 1.42, p <.O0 1 ,  and E(3, 56) = 4 1.71, p <.O0 1 ,  respectively] and sex E( 1 .  56) 
= 4.39, p < .O4 1 and F( 1 ,  56) = 1 1.89, p <.O0 1, respectively]. Tukey poa hoc procedures 
indicated that al1 mean differences between grades in the random analysis were sigificant (p 
c.05); and ail means in the special case counting analysis differed significantly except for the 
difference between the grade three and five means (p <.05). In grade one, most children 
counted into the Iow hundreds on the random trials (M= 24.88 out of 120) and into the 
seventies on the specid case triais (M= 10.50 out of 36). In grade three, many children counted 
into the ten thousands on both the random (M= 58.69) and special case triais (&f= 1 8.8 1 ). 
Many grade five children could count up to the ten millions on the random task (M= 8 1.69) and 
up to gne million on the special case trials (M= 23.63). By grade seven, most children counted 
into the ten billions on the random trials (M= 109.75) and into the low billions on the special 
case trials (AJ= 30.15). Finally, with respect to the signincant sex differences. bovs 
outperformed girls on both the randorn (Le., M= 7 1.63 for boys versus M= 65.88 for girls) and 
special case trials (Le., M= 22.50 for boys versus M= 19.09 for girls). 
7 It should be noted that the percentages reported in Tables 8 through 1 1 (and then again in 
Smdy 2 in Tables 19 through 22) for the specific number production tasks are sometimes 
diEerent than the more general percentages reported in Table 7 (and Table 18). Specifically. 
percentages in categories one and four are sometimes lower in the general table than they are in 
the more specific tables, since children must receive credit for, or show no knowledge of & of 
the numbers within a particular number series to be included in category four or category one of 
the general table, respectively. In some cases, children received credit for mastering a pmicular 
number series, in a particular task (e.g., forward counting), and would be included in the 
mastery data for that specific task. However, they may have made errors on the other task (Le.. 
backward counting), which would prevent them from receiving credit for dl numbers at a 
pbcular series, and would eliminate them from category four in the general table. For 
example, the category four percentage in the general table for grade seven students' counting 
performance in the millions is 56.3, whereas the same value ranges from 68.8 to 87.5 percent in 
the more specific table. These percentages suggest that only 56.3 percent of the children 
received credit for of the numbers in the millions, even though some children mastered the 
million senes numbers on some of the number production tasks. 
In other cases, the general table scores were more inclusive than the percentages in the 
more specitic tables. For example, sorne children did not demonstrate any knowledge of 
numbers within a particular number series on one task (e-g., backward counting), but then 
demonstrated knowledge of that series on another task (e.g.. fonvard counting). These children 
would be included in the percentages of the general table for knowing at least part of a number 
senes (Le., category two), but they would not be included in the same percentages as knowing 
the nurnben on the specitic tasks. As a result of these tabular discrepancies, cornparisons 
across the general and specific tables are not recommended. 
8 Four separate repeated measures ANOVAs on the children's narning and counting data with 
=rade and sex as between subject measures and task type (Le., forward versus backward) were 
also conducted on the random and special case numbers. Since these findings were highly 
consistent with the results of the main analyses reported in both studies, they are reponed as an 
endnote. 
For the random numbers, results of the analyses revealed significant grade effects for the 
naming and counting tasks, E(3, 88) = 72.73, p <.O01 and E(3, 88) = 72.33, p <.O0 1. 
respectively, and significant task direction effects, E(1. 88) = 4.59, p <.O3 5 and F( 1, 88) = 4.76, 
p c.032, respectively. Although children narned and counted more numbers correctly on the 
fonvard than the backward tasks, children's mean naming and counting scores in grades one, 
three, five and seven felI in the low hundreds, low thousands, ten millions, and iow billions 
respectively (Ms increased with grade fiom 14.2 1,29.79,42.42, to 52.46 for naming, and 
13.54, 28.38, 4 1 -42 to 52.04 for counting out of a possible score of 60). Tukey pon hoc tests 
revealed t hat all means differed significantly (p. 05). 
Results of the analyses on the special w e  number words revealed significant grade 
enects for both naming E(3, 88) = 60.1 6, p <.O0 1 and counting E(3, 88) = 53 .O4, p <.O0 1. In 
addition to these grade effects, results indicated significant sex effects for naming E( 1, 88) = 
6.60, p <.O 11 and counting E( 1, 88) = 18.19. p <.O0 1. significant grade bv sex interactions for 
narning, E(3, 88) = 2.84, p <.O43 and counting, E(3, 88) = 2.80, p c.044. and a significant task 
direction effet for counting, E( 1, 88) = 6.6 1, p <.O 1 2. Children's performance on naming the 
speciai case number words increased with grade and children in grades one, three. five. and 
seven named special case numbers on average up to ninety, ten thousand. ten million. and ten 
billion, respectively ( w s  increased with grade fiom 14.33. 20.08, 26.1 7 to 3 1 -63 out of a 
possible score of 36). With respect to the significant sex effects, boys (M= 24.29) obtained 
higher number narning scores than girls (M= 21.8 1), and this difference was particularly 
pronounced at the grade one and seven levels. 
On the special case counting triais, children produced the names of more special case 
numbers containing zeros correctly on the fonvard task (El= 1 0.63), compared to the names of 
numbers containing many nines on the backward task (M= 1 0.06). However, children's abilities 
to name special case numbers strongly increased with grade and children in grades one. three, 
five, and seven were able to name numbers on average in the high decades, Iow thousands, 
hundred thousands, and hundred millions respectively (Ms increased with grade from 7.04, 
8.75, 1 1.75, to 15-00 on the forward task, and fiom 5.9 1, 8.54, 1 1.33, to 14-46 on the 
backward task out of a possible score of 18). Consistent with previously reporteci sex 
differences, boys (M= 22.8 1) counted more specid case numbers correctly than gids (El= 
18.58), and these sex differences were most pronounced at the grade one and seven levels. 
9 It should be noted that although there was a substantial increase in participants from 
Study 1 (Le., n = 16 per grade) to Study 2 (Le., n = 24 per grade), and consequently an 
improvement in sample size, power calculations indicated that there was still only 48% chance 
of obtaining significant moderate effects in Study 2. given that they exist. 
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